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CANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.TRAIN DISPATCHING.
The nominating committee of the Canadian Society of 

Civil Engineers have forwarded the following list of names 
as their selection for the council for 1911:—

For President—C. H. Rust, city engineer, Toronto, Ont. 
For Vice-presidents—H. Holgate, C.E., Montreal, Que. ; 

C. E. W. Dodwell, C.E., Halifax, N.S. ; J. E. Switzer, Win
nipeg, Man.

For Councillors—District No. 1—H. G. Kelley, L. A. 
Herdt, Phelps Johnson, R. J. Durley, J. G. Sullivan, H. H. 
Vaughan.

District No. 2—R. McColl, F. W. W. Doane, P. S. Archi-

District No. 3—A. E. Doucet, P. E. Parent, J. T. Morkill. 
District No. 4—D. MacPherson, C. R. Coutlee, W. J.

The head-on collision which occurred on the 15th of 
October near North Bay, Ont., in which the Imperial 
Limited, west bound, crashed into a stock train, brings 
to the attention of the Maintenance Department and of 
the Signal Engineers the question of train dispatching.

This one disaster considered by itself, or one or two 
similar accidents considered with it, might not be a 
matter for such serious consideration, but when we con
sider that almost a third of the killed and injured on rail
ways, both passengers and employees, is caused by col
lisions, it is quite apparent that there is some serious 
difficulty in our present method of train dispatching.

It is very true that it is impossible to entirely elimi
nate the personal element from train dispatching ; in 
fact, we do not think that it is desirable. The inherent 
defect of our present train dispatching systems is that 
each train crew is left to operate its train without check 
or knowledge of the train preceding or following. The 
train crew must depend entirely and follow blindly the 
order paper handed them at the last station. If all crews 
obey the train orders things may or may not be web.
One thing is quite certain, that the crew which obeys is 
at the mercy of the careless, disobedient crew. year the council consisted of

Supplementary to our present dispatching a block president—H. N. Ruttan.
signal system that would give visible and audible infor- vice-presidents—R. W. Leonard, C. H. Rust, W. F. Tye. 
mation of the position of approaching or following trains , Councillors—J. A. Bell, H. J. Gambie, A. W. Campbell, 
would be of material assistance to the crews and an addi- , c R Coutlee, C. E. W. Dodwell, A. E. Doucet, R. J. Durley, 
tional safety precaution to the travelling public. T M R Fairbairn, W. J. Francis, J. E. Hardman, H. E.

Haultain, L. A. Herdt, P. Johnson, H. G Kelley, R. S. 
Kelsch, D. MacPherson, C. N. Monsarrat, J. M. Shan y, J. 
G. Sullivan, H. H. Vaughan.

bald.

Stewart.
District No. 5—A. F. Stewart, H. E. T. Haultain, R. B.

Rogers.
District No. 6—J. G. Legrand, J. A. Hesketh, E. E.

Brydone-Jack. .
District No. 7—F. F. Busteed, J. S. Dennis, J. C.

number to make the council
Kennedy.

This is just the proper

Improvement of the rules and regulations would be 
desirable, but changing of regulations and retaining the 
present system will not make much improvement unless 
the capacity of the men in the service for obedience to 
rules improves.

In addition to the framing of orders that will govern 
the situation, the men must be educated and disciplined 
to the extent of being able to comprehend these orders.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL EN- 
GINEERS, TORONTO BRANCH.

regular meeting of the Toronto Section of
October 
was an-

Canada is just now passing through that period .
where her railways have too much traffic for single tracks | the American Institute of Electrical ngmeers on 
and not enough for double tracks, and during this | 2ist, 1910, the choice of officers for the coming year 
transition the signal engineer and the superintendent nounced. They are Mr. E. Richards, chairman, •
must make full use of the block system. j Mudge, vice-chairman; and Mr. W. H. Eisenbeis secretary

Executive committee members are Messrs. A. L. Mudge, t. 
l A. Gaby, H. A. Moore, J. G. Jackson, A.. C. Hebbner.

been arranged of interest at the present

At the first

Papers have
and meetings will be held, it is expected, upon everyEDITORIAL NOTE. time,

second Friday of the month.
Elsewhere in this issue will be found a paper on As now planned the next paper 

“Stream Measurements,” which gives in brief form some 1 storage Battery,” by Mr. H. Morrell, of the Tate Accumulator 
of the more general interesting statements contained in Company of Canada, Limited.
a report by P. M. Sander, C.E., Chief Hydrographer to “The IIO,ooo Volt Toronto Substation of the Hydro- 
the Minister of the Department of Interior. It is grati- ^lectric Power Commission of Ontario,” was the title cf an 
fying to know that at last the Parliament has seen fit to [ iT,,.eresting and instructive paper, given before the Toronto 
appropriate annually a sum of money large enough to Section of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, by 
make the compiling of the data as to stream flow in the Mr p w Sothman, chief engineer of the Commission. The 
West possible in the matter of pure water supply, sewage papfir was given ;n the rooms of the Engineers’ Club, at 96 
disposal, irrigation and power plant. It is very necessary R-ng street West, on Friday last. To say that the oppor- 
to know much more about the streams than can be CUI)Ry 0f hearing Mr. Sothman upon this subject was eagerly 
secured in the brief time at the disposal of the consulting scizcd by a large number of electrical enthusiasts would be
engineer when he is called upon to prepare the cn- putt-ng -t far too miidly. The assembly room was full to over-
gineering report. This work, which must be spread oxer flowipg with tbose interested in this, at present, most popular
a number of years and carried on at all seasons, can only sub. not only in ,but outside of the immediate sphere of
be done by the Government, and a perusal of the report elentrical engineer. Mr. Sothman made clear his descrip
tor 1909 will convince one that at last this work has been , ^ merdv by confining ;t to the Toronto plant, but
carefully and systematically carried out in an energetic ^ amp]ificd it by giving a survey> as it were, of the whole 
manner.

“Thewill be one on



often be foundThis is the reason why hollow trees may
flourishing condition whe the heartwood may have 

However, landscape tree in this con- 
shelter of its fellows, is in grave 

heavy snowfall may find it an

in a
entirely disappeared, 
dition, deprived of the 
danger, for a high wind or a 

victim.easy

Band removed, braces

tree surgery.
Canada is concerned,

trees were con- 
directed to

far asTree surgery, a new art so 
is being introduced here. In the earlier da>s 
stdered somewhat of a nuisance and effort was ^ are
destroy them. To-day, in large sections o standingendeavoring to save the trees. The individual tree standing

receives the full force of the storm 
frequently placed

nsightly and it fro
of the tree decay com- 

p was in

and to pre- ,
in the about theopen
Vetit its destruction bands were

This was utree as shown in Fig. 
ffuently happened that in the crotch 
ntenced and it was not long until the 1 e 0 
danger.

i.

Shade trees are valued now as never^generation to 
Method of tree surgery will Preserve chaining,
c°me, trees that would quickly die. y fertilizing, al-
bracing, packing, spraying, disinfecting an 
m°st any tree of medium age may be save .

The tree grows in girth by the deposit of a th ^ ^ 
of new wood between the wood and the b comn0sed of 
three layers in this coat-the middle one being compos
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The innerthe “cambium.”... ated thin forming tissues known as

system, and the various stations. The talk was 1 us r‘l gide of tlljs iayer forms new wood, the outer new bark. It 
with the stereopticon. A general plan of the sy* j th;s new layer and the layers of the four or five previous
thrown upon the screen, showing the line leading from 
Niagara Falls, through Dundas, to Toronto, wit 
interswitch at Dundas. Mr. Sothman explained tha ,he 1 P 

—
through-

system was
system. The line is connected up

There is also a telephone systemup a natural flow. -------
out. In testing the line the first time, an engineer
watch in each station; gradually up “jf^keep it con-

volts.placed on whole system and company
volts, and then 150,000 

for 2 Vx minutes,
-volt stations.

tinuous. It was tested to 120,000 
High voltage was had in the test 
stations were found very quiet for 110,000 ^
Sothman pointed out that this was !stations 
tion, in fact, almost a necessity. Plans ot 
were shown, and the exterior views of one or tw 
line towers were shown, and their important featur s 
regards working efficiency and beauty of design, w

and the 
Mr. 

new sta-

, both as 
pointed

out.
After the reading of the paper a visit was nmde y at 

members with Mr. Sothman to the Toronto su k
splendid display of high-clas 

. and many questions were rapidly asked ancras 
rapidly answered. Mr. Sothman pointed out the g ^
of the appliances had been to make the station a 1 tant 
Possible, which he considered one of the mos 1 
requirements of a station at the start, at cas .

have not only a good hearing, bu 
hearing whether all 

and chain,

Strachan Avenue, where a 
is to be seen,

band unsightly and harmful.more, the operator must 
a trained hearing, as much depends on 
is working right as well as seeing. The crane 
etc., are walled in to insure safety, and every e or 
made to place switches, etc., handy for the operator, and well

guarded from a safety standpoint. They 
throughout the same in all stations so that a m 
have to learn it afresh in coming from one station 
The operator can go right into a station anc oper wgy
any one of the others. From a Platfor“ the Toronto
a view of the whole station is possible. W 
station is pumped direct from the lake, and city wa 
connected. Two large tanks holding oil for the transformers

Iron

Vears which are known as the sapwood, and form the active 
section of the trunk and branches. The cells of these inner 

gradually covered by the yearly deposit of new
growth and from living sapwood become heartwood which 

dead and serves merely as â strong framework for the 
’ of the tree and as storehouses for excess material.

arranged rings are
does not
another, is

in living parts

are in the basement.
The station is most adequately and 

efficient working standpoint, as

ornately fiifished off 
well as from that

from
of general appearance.
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View showing iron braces.

imporant operation, the cutting of the watersheds,
The watersheds

comes an
which prevent the entrance of moisture.

cut about an inch inside the edge 
the ground below. The cement, being 

forms a channel clcwu

consists of a deep groove 
and opening out to 
packed tightly into these grooves, Cavity filled.

less degree in almost all our landscape
Thisand elms, and to a 

trees, forms a large part of the tree surgeon’s work.

Cavity tilled with cement.Cavity cleaned out.
crotch usually has its origin in the destruction of the

* of this kind a doublewhich the water flows, to be led out at the base. This v.vk
inoist as

form of
original head or leader. In a case 
head is formed by the forcing out of two lateral buds. As 
these shoot up, forming the new top, the old stump at die’i 

(Continued on page 563)-

having been completed, the cement is made as 
possible, and then built out into the original outline of .he 
tree. The bark which has been cut back for an 
in order to prevent bruising while the work is in progress |

inch or so

will eventually cover the filled in wound, at the rate of co 
7/i" per year, the tree thus regaining its normal appearance,of decay has been removed from the m-After the mass . .

terior of the rotting trunk there remains a shell of living sap- 6
wood and bark. Into this cavity a steel brace is n^. c s correction of the forked or defective crotch (Tig. 1
and bolted in place. This gives to the ^n0£ and 2) which we find to a great extent in our soft maples 
by the decay of the supporting heartwood it had lost, now anu ;

. :
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tion of sterilization, nor minimize it by adopting any method 
of sewage treatment. He transgresses all the laws of Nature, 
and hopes the God of Nature will help him out ™ some 
miraculous manner and furnish him with pure water. These 
subiects will, therefore, be dealt with in a general or collec
tive manner, domestic water supplies and public water sup
plies from subterranean sources being eliminated.

The inhabitants of a village or small town depend pn- 
wells as their sources of domestic water supply, 

of these municipalities the population 
dense, and pollution of the wells 

companies also demand better pro
time is reached when a public water

PUBLIC HEALTH CON
FERENCE.

THE DOMINION

In our issue of last week we noted upon t 
which Dr. Hodgetts is doing in connection with the Lom^ 
mittee of Public Health of the Commission of Conser 

vation.Va ‘°We are now enabled to reproduce in part^im- 

portant address which Dr. Hodgetts ai re ;veS-
ference of provincial and Dominion health repres,necessity 

The Doctor makes out a clear case for the necessity
of Dominion legislation in coJn^°"wW‘ nerally recog- 
ance of pure water supply. It is & rmrity or
nhed that the typhoid rat, " eX|d morlilh,y rates
T"States a' compared with the

Ot nine uuu»»*-**-—
quoted, the rate per 100,000 being gtJtes5 46.0. The 
Canada has a rate of 35-5 and ;es of Scotland,
average typhoid death rate for the Austria Hun-
Germany, England and Wales, re gmn^ ho;d’ death 
gary and Italy is 18.0, or about .

marily upon 
but With- the growth 
becomes gradually more 
results. Fire insurance 
tection service, and so a 
supply must be installed; and this latter development is in
manv instances the important and deciding factor. It is then 
L authorities get busy; it is then that old-time ideas and 
prejudices hare to b, broke, do., and overcome, for many 
householders will cling tenaciously to the old oaken 
bucket” as a source of domestic supply, even for years after 

insta'lation of the purest public water supply P°sslble- 
the temptations of the modern bathroom will lure 

them from the wells, although Augean stables and privy pits 
innumerable pollute the crystalline contents of the uncleaned 
depths and the daily quota of domestic slops from sur
rounding houses are offered up on the earth around as 
libation to the goddess of ignorance, and incidentally to the 
death and destruction of members of their own households.

In looking for and in deciding upon
supply, the authorities concerned 

supply the demand 
and fire protection,

of Canada and the United States as
rates in older countries speak for t emse countries 
has the lowest typhoid death rate ou ^ ^ ^ g 2 while

Scotland

The the
Not even

rate of Canada.
There must be some 

this condition of things, as 
preventable disease, which is proportionate 
of sanitary neglect in a country.

The typhoid death rates lot , 7 . during the 
cities and towns of Canada are sc apart from
decade 1900-1909, and we regret to sa > general
years „f specific epidemic. .her. yJr ,9=9
lowering of the death rate. I he - rates above
shows, ou, of 04 cities and towns lour

£ "ôw .."'’Si'S
"SSSl-iy cone,ude with Dr.

for an organized
lations guarding

absolute distinctive reason for 
that typhoid

to the amount

of the principal

is aknowwe the source of any

particular public water
seek for quantity sufficient tonaturally , „„„„

pwblic w.,h a brigh,
1 9 having in view that the former must

of the year, not only for present 
increasing demands consequent upon 

nearly uniform

for
and
clear, palatable water, 
be sufficient at all seasons 
needs, but for the ever-
growth 7”""^,,,,. „d
as Possible »' ' o| the for manufac-
»ot t~ 10 "d to please the palate

^"satisfy °the*=ye of the critical public, who have ,0 be

and the navigable .

that all typhoid rates 
water supply, we must 
Hodgetts that the time is ripe 
paign in favor of more stringent rcb 
the purity of our water sources.

The statistics which the Doctor -, ^ ^ very 
the larger centres of population , 311 to the smaller
afraid that, if we had the statistic s re . => shallow, pol-
villages and communities, which rely' upon*» 
luted well waters, matters would as

cam-

deal only with 
much

even more

the non-navigable

the cultivated fields where
from barnyards and the 

fre-

Non-Navigable Waters.serious aspect. There is no excuse
The facts are now bel oh us" oresent conditions 

for non-action. A continuation ot tne p which can
means simply a sacrifice of Canad.an 
effectually be prevented.

which

they 
to polluhon from .
as a fertilizer, and bodies of water we
CattlC,thfiTdSChat'factories discharge their waste and sewage 
quently find ‘ and often int0 them the raw sewage
‘rT„™d,em-nfcip„i,i.= is poured «< ~~

Fortunately, these bodies of water 
as the source of a public water 

nf a relatively small amount of sewage 
L, no serious cond.rions. Bn. wifb the gradual 
r,he amount discharged =on,=„=«. «PO- the 
of population and the extension of sewers, tb= 

disco'ored, the bed of the stream or ,ake

POLLUTION OF
PURE WATER AND THE

WATERWAYS.
' " t n nure water supplies, 

In a discussion of the subjects ^ , of seWage, it
the pollution of waterways and the ^ tely as it is to 
is found as difficult to consider tie wanton!v pollutes i
expect to find pure water xvhen mm de the means for 
with his own excreta, and will neit l ethod of filtra-
removing that pollution by some adequate

are rarely
supply, and the dis- 

into them
quences.
selected
charge
brings
increase 
increase 

! waters

Dominion
uth, 191°, bv

read before the 
October

address* Extracts from an 
Public Health Conference, Ottawa, 
Or. Hodgetts.

become
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becomes befouled, while upon the surface a scum appears, vessels, each depositing therein its domestic sewage. Pollu- 
and conditions which may be styled offensive and dangerous tion arises chiefly from the large volumes of untreated 
are established. In short, a nuisance is created, and if sewage which the large cities and smaller municipalities 
allowed to continue it becomes impossible for the water to unheedingly discharge directly therein, or deposit m the 
be used either for man or animal. And further, the streams smaller rivers and streams tributary thereto, and which, 
discharging into larger bodies of water are often a menace commingling with these naturally pure waters, renders what 
to municipalities taking their supplies from the larger bodies was by Nature intended for the use of mankind, an ever-pre- 
of water to which they are tributary. These smaller bodies sent and increasing menace to the health of all who use them, 
of water more frequently lie within provincial boundaries, Indeed, it is not within the possibility of anyone to say with 
and as a rule, can be dealt with by the provincial laws admin- certainty that water which is free from contamination can 
istered by Provincial Boards of Health. It happens now and be taken at all times from any point in this great tract of 
again that they are interprovincial, and in such cases the fresh water. That this fact has already been brought to the 
problem is more difficult to deal with. attention of municipal authorit.es is indicated by the fol-

Navigable Waters.-Second, the Navigable Waters.- lowinS resolution adopted by the Lake Michigan Water Com- 
This important class of waters constitutes one of the great mission, September 10th, 1908
natural resources of our country. They depend upon the “Whereas, Occasionally currents of considerable
smaller streams for their existence, and, as they form the velocity, say, several miles per hour, may be expected
receptacles for the water pouring into them, so they derive to arrive from almost any direction at any point
in part their polluting matter from these tributaries, as reasonably near either shore of the lake ;
referred to under the first heading. But undoubtedly the “Resolved, That while, in the opinion of the
chief sources of contamination come from the cities and Commission, the direction of predominating cur-
towns lying along their banks, whose peopling millions ruth- rents should be considered in determining the rela-
lessly deposit sewage into their waters. Likewise, in a lesser five position of sewer outlets and waterworks in
degree, but none the less menacing to public water supplies, -takes, nevertheless it is the sense of this Commission
is the careless pollution due to the many ships which ply that if the waters of the lake are polluted by the 
thereon during the season of navigation. discharge into it of large quantities of sewage, then

Navigable waters are to be found in nearly every Pro- localities in the lake, even 20 or 30 miles distant
vince in Canada, but one example will at this time alone be from the point of entrance of the sewage, and in any
dealt with, viz. : The chain of the St. Lawrence and the direction therefrom, are not safe places from which
Great Lakes which extends from the point where it ceases to derive water for domestic use.”
to be influenced by salt water to the head of Lake Superior, That the amount of untreated sewage effluent and
a distance of some 1,500 miles. For the greater part of this factory waste has been yearly increasing is a fact, 
distance it forms the international boundary between this municipal authorities, in many instances, have sought to 
country and the United States, upon the waters of which ply, overcome the problem of typhoid outbreaks by a 
for some seven months of each year, many hundreds of tension of the water intake out into deeper water with the

That

mere ex-

TABLE A—TYPHOID FEVER.

Mortality Statistics of Cities of Canada, by Provinces, 1900-1909 (inclusive).

Rate per 100,000 of Population by Years.
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TABLE b—typhoid fever.
Mortality Rate per 100,000 of Population, 1900-1908 (inclusive).

of Population by Years.
1902
36.3

33-7

bordering Great Lakes,
Rate per 100,000 

1900 1906 19081905
60.0

1904 
137 -1
24.2
20.2

1907
19.0
29.2

19031901
44.9
27.1 
29.8 
34-9
20.1
74.1
22.1

86.238.9
23.6
18.3
20.2

49-4
34-6
32.1

115.0

7-7 24.4 20.7 
15-3 
12.6 
22.3
56.8

23-5 
21.1 
56.8

16.5 ■ 745-
49.6 14.9

21.2
•935-

28.317.6 22.3
46.0

20.0
64.8

23-28.4
41.654-4 44-7 

22.7 
181.6

53-109.5 13.616.8 30.5 25-7 17-415-* 
130.4 
95.0 
61.2

19-3 139.8
60.9

126.8 98126.9 147-3143-9
20.4

107.9 87.6 33-6 
ig. 1 
72.9 
40.1.

40.5 40.454.255-4 14.8 53-834-9 43-525.2
US-9
29.5

4i-347 0
68.6 58.9 16.552.4172-992.9

32.2
132.9 
41.0 36.437-2 45-7 45-o34-7

Cities of the United States,

Cities.
Ashtabula 
Buffalo .. 
Chicago . 
Cleveland 
Detroit .. 
Duluth .., 
Milwaukee 
Niagara 
Dg-densburg ... 
Bort Huron .... 
Bault Ste. Marie 
Toledo
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object of securing water uncontaminated by sewage is also 
a face. That, in some instances, after making extension of 
the intake it has been found necessary to provide some 
system of water filtration in order to give a pure supply is 
equally well known. What, then, is the situation ? Briefly 
this : If the municipalities bordering on these lakes must 
take their water supply from some point therein, they must 
include in the system some means for ridding the water of 
the contamination which is deposited there mainly by them
selves ; otherwise they cannot guarantee to the public that 
which it has a right to demand—pure water.

In other words, the cities and towns adjacent to the 
Créât Lakes are the chief agents in wantonly polluting the 
water which the inhabitants must drink. How long this con
dition of affairs is to continue it is incumbent upon the 
Governments, whose duty and right it is to prevent such 
unrighteous acts, and thus protect its citizens generally, to 
carefully consider and determine. It is clearly the duty of 
the Governments concerned to make adequate and proper 
Dws, and when these are made, to systematically enforce 
them by providing the machinery to see that they are regu
larly lived up to by the municipalities affected ; for failure 
to maintain a constant oversight means municipal neglect 
and indifference, particularly as regards sewage purification, 
ff this is not done, the public will be uselessly paying for 
Plant, etc., intended to produce a sewage effluent free from 
disease-producing organisms.

It is generally conceded that a large percentage of all 
sickness happening in cities and towns is due to impurity 
uf the water supply, sewage-contaminated water being an 
important cause of diarrhoea, typhoid fever, cholera, and 
Probably of a number of other diseases of which at present 
we cannot speak with certainty.

It has been so far accepted, and is now almost the 
general rule, to consider that a continued typhoid death rate 
°f over 20 per 100,000 of population is an indication that 
(he public water supply is greatly at fault. With the object 
°f ascertaining how this rule would work out for Canadian 
cities, information has been obtained as to the deaths from 
typhoid fever reported in cities of Canada during the decade 
*900-1909, and this has been set forth in Table A.

Computations are made only where the number of deaths 
and estimated population are given. In some few instances 
the health officers have been unable to state the number of 
deaths. It will also be noted that no reference has been made 
as to whether the deaths reported were 
non-residents, but as it is generally the rule for a small pro
portion of the residents of rural districts to be sent to city 
hospitals for treatment, the prevalence of this custom will 

materially affect the comparison of the rates.
In studying the table one

the fact that during the past decade the inhabitants of each 
of the cities have been served out “polluted water,’’ and that, 
as a consequence, many valuable lives have been lost and 
many thousands of people have had to endure sickness and 
suffer loss of time and money, all on account of the indiffer
ence and criminal carelessness of individuals and of failure 
on the part of the Legislatures to make adequate statutory 
provision for requiring—yes, making—the body corporate 
do just what the individual citizen is required now to do, viz., 
to care for his own domestic waste so it will not be a 
nuisance either to himself or his neighbors. In other words, 
a city should care for its own sewage in such a manner that 
it will not prove a nuisance.

For purposes of comparison of typhoid statistics with 
some of the cities of the United States, a compilation of 
the mortality figures of twelve cities of the United States 
located on the chain of Great Lakes has been made in 
Table B. These figures are for the corresponding years of 
Table A., with the exception of 1909, for which the figures 
could not be obtained. The mortality rates given are gath
ered from the reports of the Washington Census Bureau. 
This table clearly shows that if the conditions of Canadian 
cities bordering on the Great Lakes is bad, those of the 
cities of the United States referred to are equally so. 
possibilities of sewage pollution there are many times greater 
than in Canada. The people of the United States have not 
yet learned the lessons of municipal sanitation—the laws of 
common sense—and as a consequence the typhoid death rate 
in the United States is 46 per 100,000.

The

To further emphasize the fact that Canada has lessons 
to learn in respect to sanitation generally, from the older 
countries of Europe, where population is and has been con
gested for many years, as well as from the nation to the 
south of us, Table C has been prepared. A typhoid index 
certainly goes far to show what these countries are doing 
in respect to water supplies and the protection of the same 
as well as to general measures of sanitation which cannot 
be dwelt upon here. The figures are the latest obtainable.

What can we say for the efficiency of our laws for the
safeguarding of the public of Canada against this one dis- 

typhoid fever, let alone the other diseases due to orease,
dependent upon polluted water supplies? Is there any sani
tarian or any legislator who will be bold enough to say the 
existing health laws are adequate or efficient in respect to
this question ?

Imagine, if you can, the population of the countries of 
Europe included in Table C, viz., Scotland, Germany, Eng
land and Wales, Belgium, Austria-Hungary and Italy, 
totalling over one hundred and seventy-eight millions, 
crowded into the Provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, 

with Prince Edward Island, Quebec, Ontario and Manitoba, which

those of residents or

Hot
cannot fail to be struck
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ciples in that provincial legislation alone will not solve the 
difficulties. It requires some other authority, viz., that of the 
Federal Government, to deal with them, particularly those 
of an international character. It will be for the Commission 
of Conservation to investigate the various watersheds, col- 

available data with the assistance of the several

about equal them in area. And yet, with all this density and 
its accompanying poverty, out of both of which you may 
read disease, the typhoid rate in none of them is as great 
as is that of Canada.

Is it not time we were alive to our responsibilities and 
house in sanitary order ? This 

natural advantages in
lecting all
provincial and local health authorities, in order correctly to 
estimate the character, quantity and variety of the various 
pollutions at present existing, and to ascertain their exact 
point of discharge and their bearing upon the present sources 
of water supply of towns and cities, both near and remote 
from the point of discharge ; and further, to consider and

for the abatement of these

made haste to put our 
glorious Canada of ours possesses 
the way of everlasting reservoirs which we should at once 
take steps to purify and keep pure as long as time will last 
—a national heritage which it is our duty to hand down to 
posterity as pure and wholesome as it is possible to make 
and maintain it. Certain it is we are not doing it by our pre
sent methods and laws. It can, however, be done by efficient 
laws, by better laws than we have as yet seen fit to enact, the 
enforcement of which should, in the main, rest with some 
centrally well-organized and wisely administered Federal de
partment, co-operating with each of the various Provincial 
Departments of Health.

recommend ways and means 
nuisances, having always in mind that the health of the 

of this country is paramount, but ever remembering 
the necessity for the fostering of agriculture and the develop-
citizens

ment of manufactures.

A study of the map* of the watersheds of Canada indi- 
the interprovincial and international character of some

ST. LAW-DOUBLE TRACKING THE C.P.R.
RENCE RIVER BRIDGE.cates

of the more important watersheds of the Dominion. I he 
Provinces of Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, by 

of their insular positions, are exceptions to the gen-
example where failure

This bridge was built in 1886 under the direction of R. 
Alexander Peterson, Chief Engineer Of the Canadian Pacific- 
Railway and C. Shaler Smith, St. Louis, consulting engineer. 
The contractors for the substructure were Reid & Fleming, 
and the Dominion Bridge Co. for the superstructure. It 
was a single track structure about 3,500 ft. long, supported 
on 13 river piers, 2 land piers and 2 abutments. It contained 
about 4,000 tons cf steel.

In the 24 years
traffic and the weight of locomotives have increased so tre
mendously that a bridge of greater capacity is required.

reason
eral rule, while British Columbia is 
to protect its own rivers might be a menace to the States 
lying to the south. Alberta, on the other hand, is an ex
ample where, owing to the flow of the rivers easterly through 
Saskatchewan, the difficulties are local and interprovincial.

an

table c—typhoid fever.
that have elapsed since its inception, theDeath Rate of Nine Countries per 100,000 of Population.

Rate per 
100,000 of 

Population. 
6.2

Countries.
Scotland ...................
Germany ..................
England and Wales.
Belgium ..............
Austria ......................
Hungary . ................
Italy ...........................
Canada ......................
United States .........

Year Group. 
1901-1905..........

7.6
11.2

16.8
19.91901 1904
28.3 Hëslg
35--
35-51901 (census) 

1901-1904...• *46.0

* Estimated.

In Saskatchewan and Manitoba the questions are also local 
and interprovincial ; while in Manitoba, owing to the fact 
that the watersheds of the Assinibo'me and Red Rivers lie 

the south of the international boundary line,largely to
chiefly in North Dakota and Minnesota, the problem assumes 
an international aspect. The pollution of the Great Lakes 
is to a great 'extent international, since they receive a portion 
of their waters from the States of Minnesota, Michigan, Ohio, 
New York, Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine. The pollu
tion of the Ottawa River, the interprovincial boundary bc- 

Ontario and Quebec, makes the question of pollution

View showing Material Track.

be accomplished by extending to twice their pre
length, all of the existing piers and' abutments, as 

as building 4 new piers between five of the old ones on the 
Highlands side of the river. On these will be supported the 
steel work for the new double track bridge.

This is to 
sent welt

tween
of the watershed of that river of interprovincial interest, the 
chief sources of contamination being in the former Province. 
In New Brunswick the question is local, but chiefly inter
national, owing to the fact that a portion of the watershed 
of the St. John River lies within the State of Maine.

It is not contended that the dangers at present existing 
in the various Provinces are identically the same either 111 
degree or in fact, but there exists the same underlying prin-

The contract for the substructure was awarded to The
P.Q., who 

A skilled organization and a
Foundation Company, Limited, of Montreal,
started work in July 1910. 
large amount of plant was immediately placed upon the 
work by the contractors, and the work has been moving 
ahead rapidly ever since. The work was planned to be 
executed during the open weather of 1910 and 1911. 
portion for this year included, extending 5 of the existing 
river piers, 2 land piers and one abutment, as well as build-

That

* Map No. 33 in the Department of the Interior’s Atlas 
of Canada, 1906, is very satisfactory.
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delay in getting masonry

WATER POWERS.*

By Herbert Knox Smith.t

civilization there are many things that 
of them represents 

This is plainly
In our complex
necessaries of life. Control over any

a power that is essentially govermn transportation,
true of basic necessaries like ^doth ^ ^

heat and light; it is true mechanical power that
back of these. It is also true o ^ of any o{ these,
produces and delivers ** 7^ competition or by govern- 
unrestrained either v irresponsible individuals hold
mental authority means of the citizen which
a command over the d y wiUingly granted to any ex-
ceLTeir 0^ representatives chosen by them.

pt , . . nower is a basic necessary, and our
For us, mechanical P Qur chie{ present sources

demand contin and natural gas-although
of power supp y ’ ^so]uteiy fixed in quantity and cannot
at present ample, a the one important source of

w- - » s

‘„77,topÔ.=r control in priv.K hand,, and «h« procès, ..

are

power

newing. 
must csteadily increase.

National Conservation
.A„ ,ddr«!SIÇIO.

C°°^a!l.„, Corporations, VS, Depar.nr.n, of

and Labor, Washington, D. C.Commerce
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constructed after the same manner as the extensions to the 

and existing piers, except for the attention to the height of thebe done by the^ ,b^r=or'0^ rS. -B «nr».
channel part of the river 
building these piers by the pneumatic 

rock, and building

open
dtepth of water at the

^0 contrac- courses. trestle of about 95°
rock-filled 

with

To facilitate the work a temporary 
feet in length has been laid by the contractors on

On this trestle was laid track of 30 m. gauge
to the difficult

tors are figuring upon
sinking pneumatic caissons toprocess,

the masonry up on same.
The old Piers of the bridge were built of ashl” d 

masonry backed with concrete, on concrete footings deposit ^ 

under water. The addition to these piers are 
the same material so as to preserve a pleasmg appearance,

cribs.
several switches, 
piers for the concrete, masonry,

This afforded easy access
limber, pumps, etc. The
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In each of these sections one or at most two greatadvancing rapidly. Public regulation of water power, the 
only alternative restraint, therefore becomes by so much a 
necessity.

Electric transmission has worked this change within the 
last decade. As now commerdally practicable, such trans
mission allows a given water power to reach a market area 
of at least 80,000 sq. mi. It has raised water power from 
purely local work and made it the vital energy for great com
munities and distant enterprises. It has brought her water- 

suddenly within the sweep of great economic

linas.
concerns are
public service companies and power markets. The great 
bulk of both developed and undeveloped water power lies on 
the Pacific Coast, the Northwest, Northeast, and the South

predominant in their control of water powers,

Atlantic States.
The horsepower figures, however, do not fully represent 

the extent of actual commercial control. The best powers 
have of course been developed first. These will always hold 
a disproportionately dominant position over later developed 
and less favored powers, because of their lower operating 
cost and prior hold on the important power markets.

The foregoing represents one phase of concentration. 
But there is also going on a concentration of a wider sort— 
a process of deep significance, but as yet little recognized. 
There is a marked progress toward a mutuality of interest 

public-service companies generally : electric light,

power resources 
forces.

What are these forces ? Within these market areas just 
described, there are strong practical reasons for consolida
tion of water powers—what is known as “coupling up.” A 

plant must be constructed to meet the highest point
The nearer

power
of its expected demand—the “peak of the load.” 
the “load” (the power demand) approaches that peak for all 
the time, the more fully will the entire fixed investment be 
earning a return. Suppose there are two independent power 
plants in two neighboring communities where the demand in

among
power, gas, and street ra'llway concerns. The significant 
identity of officers and directors in a large number of such 
companies throughout the United States is very remarkable 

In part this is due to specialization by financial houses 
one community is mainly for power during the day time, and ( ^ n of investment. ;n part t0 the common employ-
in the other at night. These plants can advantageously com- mgnt Qf certain eminent engineering firms ; and in part to 
bine, throwing the surplus of their joint power by day to one relations with certa;n leading equipment companies. Elec- 
place and by night to the other, thus bringing their normal ^ equipment is usually suppi;ed by one of a few great equip- 
load in each case up nearer to the peak. Similarly such ment concerns an(j frequently paid for, at least in part, in 
coupling up is obviously advantageous in two neighboring ^ securftjes 0f tjje proposed project. Thus the equipment 
watersheds where the excess water power occurs at different company acquires interests in widely separated power and 
times. In general such combining of varying conditions to 
produce a closer parallelism of supply and demand is in it
self an entirely proper industrial development. We have no 
reason to oppose it if accomplished by fair methods ; we must 
simply be prepared to regulate such monopolistic power as 
may result therefrom.

light concerns.
Take a single example, the General Electric Company, 

which is the most powerful electric equipment concern in the 
world. Men who are officers or directors of the General 
Electric Company or of its three wholly controlled subsidiary 
companies, are also officers or directors in many other cor
porations. These other companies, with their subsidiaries, 
and with the General Electric and its subsidiaries, make 
thus a group interconnected by active personal and financial 
relationship.
“merged.” But the interconnection is of a substantial char
acter. This one group includes 28 corporations that operate 
hydro-electric plants, with at least 795,000 H.P. developed or 
under construction, and 600,000 undeveloped, in 16 different 
states, a total of 1,395,000 H.P. (equal to more than 25 per 
cent, of all the developed water power in the United States 
in 1908). This group includes also over 80 public-service 
corporations, not counting their minor subsidiaries ; more 
than 15 railroads; 6 companies that use their power in the 
manufacture of cotton goods, with 35,000 hydraulic horse
power developed ; and over 50 banks and financial houses, 
many of them in the first rank of importance. This remark
able financial connection 'in itself is very significant. Fifty- 
three General Electric men, in all, constitute this chain of 
connection. Nor are these men, as a rule, of the figurehead 
type ; their presence on a directorate means something. Of 
course these facts in no sense always mean identity of con
trol. They certainly do mean a striking degree of noncon
flicting interests and personal relationship which makes fur
ther concentration easily possible. .

What has thus far resulted ? The investigation of de
veloped water powers now being made by the Bureau of Cor
porations shows that up to date 18 concerns or closely allied 
interests control over 1,800,000 H.P. of the water power de
veloped or in process of construction, and in addition over 
1,400,000 H.P. of undeveloped water power. As to unde
veloped powers, this information was secured merely as an 
incident to our main work and certainly much understates 
the case. As it stands, however, it makes a total water power 
controlled by these 18 groups of over 3,200,000 H.P.

Here let me give a few comparative figures. The total 
water power in ifSe in the United States in 1908, as estimated 
by the Census and the Geological Survey, was only 5,300,000. 
And this total includes a very large number of small powers 
which the Bureau did not include, as it dealt almost wholly 
with powers of over 1,000 H.P. The total now commercially 
capable of development is variously estimated at from 30,- 
000,000 to 60,000,000 H.P., the smaller figure being the pre
ferable one. Our power demand as measured by the total 
unduplicated capacity of all prime movers—steam, water, and 
gas—is now at least 30,000,000 H.P.

It is obvious, also, that a local monopoly of power cover
ing simply one market area is nevertheless as complete in its 
effects on the inhabitants of that area as if it covered the 
entire country. Conditions in separate sections are there
fore important.

In California, for example, four principal hydro-electric 
companies dominate the waterpower industry. They have a 
total developed horsepower of 259,000, with probably 500,000 
H.P. additional undeveloped, and a very strong hold on the 
most important power markets. And between these tour 
concerns there is also evidence of considerable harmony.

This is not a unique case. Conditions somewhat like 
this exist in the Puget Sound territory, in the Southern Pen
insula of Michigan, in Colorado, in Montana and in the Caro-

Observe that I said “interconnected,” not

This wider concentration is still in a formative stage, 
developed almost wholly within the last decade. The forces 
compelling thereto are still operative. It is like a physical 
solution of chemical elements which is still in suspension but 
which a single jar may precipitate into crystallization. Water 
power, being naturally allied with public-service business, 
will be included in a movement that affects that business. 
So wide is this interrelationship, and so comparatively few 
are the constantly recurring names in the directorates, that 
a few brief conferences, given the necessary impetus, mighî 
conceivably at any moment concentrate into definite legal
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Undoubtedly there are local forces and conditions which 

handle. The nation and the state should
that the nation

form a sweeping unified control over the ^’'^“tfic-service 
powers of the country, as well as their re a e

of the hydro-electric

(1) It deals with a basic necessary and its
fixed supply of other sources

power decreases. . „„
Substantial control of mechanic» P°we ^ on 

function that is governmental in its effect

the state must
But this does not meanshould^bdicate^any of its powers. The nation and the state 

their full powers to meet the water-
them is

interests.
Here, then, is the present situation 

industry :
will both have to use 
power situation. The most 
hefore not after, private rights accrue, 
method is for the state or the federal government to retain 
its interest or impose its conditions, at the inception as a 
part of the’grant. Then public control and private8° 
together, as they must if we are to safeguard the public

interest in water hampcring of hydro-electric
development. There need be none. But let the public be 

the ground floor at the start, for at the start the public 
8 and for all time the public will be the

effective time to use
The one certain

inevitably increases as the
the

(2)
exercise of a
the public.

(3) Driven by underlying economic .
concentration of control of water anything can

far higher de-

and financial forces, 
hands

It ishas proceeded very rapidly- 
arrest this process, and a swift advance o a

concentration is entirely P°SS1 competition is
(4) Any chance, then, of restraint Y ^ pubUc 

rapidly disappearing, certainly over give
regulation is therefore an imminent upon

The extent of such regulation p]y speaking, can
constitutional limitations. A sta , power

time exercise a high degree of control

in on
must grant the power 
party chiefly interested in its use.

SPeCThellystatus quo of powers still controlled by the 

state should be maintained until we know what we
have and can act intelligently thereon.

(^ No grant should be made except for a fixed period 
with at least the reserved right to readjust terms at the end 
thereof That period, however, should be long enough o 
th ° ,pnuate financing and. complete development.
PCm Complete publicity of accounts and

well as a record of cost, and the rea 
stock and bond issues. They are 

and the public has a right to the

gree of

(1)

nation or

at any
companies as quasi-public servants.

The jurisdiction of the federal govern 
wider range geographically,

farcovers a
but involves some difficult

on the public lands 
to the

(3)

should be required as 
relation of investment to 
public-service companies
inf0r,4)atp°ower to revoke the grant for breach of conditions 
Sh°U,dwm IS be ^he^possibUUy^of "protracted £

Over water powers
LO merit to doubts asstitutional questions, 

it has full control. I concede no 
government’s unlimited jurisdiction there.

the public

No dam can be maintained in a na g every one nA-
of the federal government. - grants any

imP0“ Tl" “di-s.m=.«

As to powers on

there
“ foible, direct provision sh„„,d be made

xcessive charge, ,»d „„„=,ol,,.,=

consent
mits that the government may 
desired time limitation, and may 
of terms at any

thus
against e ,,

(6) Public authorities should reserve . . ,
compensation, or rental a, will establish the pnncpl. of 
derlying public interest.

(7) All public easements 
should be safeguarded.

(8) In the case of new grants 
be made conditions of the grant.

Fi"* 'IKÏCd- and carefnil, 

determine whether public interest 
doubt the surrender by the 

part of its power over this great public 
such reasonable doubt exists, th

desired period. in exercising 
furtherfederal government,

also impose any
for example, that 

acquired.

un-But some hold that the
its arbitrary power as grantor, may

such grant, as
for the water power 

can

of navigation, fisheries, etc., 

all those provisions should

conditions it chooses upon 
the grantees shall pay a rental t
Others hold that the federal govern jtb
such conditions as are directly connCC navigation.

interstate commerce, sue ‘ rental charge,
P"0p„„„nli,, I »» 

view that anv 
general

only impose 
the federal 

Even
the publicon

power over
this view would apparently at 
if applied to navigation improvem 
strongly inclined to the former an ^ both 0n 
conditions whatsoever may be , preCedents.
principles and on well-escablishe egi use(f the broad

■,p ,he
of emptying their reiu

of any grant 
considered, in order to 
justifies beyond a reasonable 
public ofIn even a 

So long as 
should not be made.
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The result of nearly a century of experimenting with 
high initial temperatures, produced alternately by using 
superheat and by using high steam pressures, has for the 
present resolved itself into the acceptance of moderate steam 
pressures, from 150 to 200 or 250 lbs. per square inch, and 
moderate superheat of from about 75 deg. F. to 150 deg. F. 
With these conditions a kilowatt hour can be delivered at the 
switchboard for about 1.60 to 1.75 lbs. of coal, and a steam 
consumption of from 13 to 15 lbs. per K.W. hour. It is gen
erally conceded that superheating the steam causes a large 
part of the increase of economy, and it is interesting to 
consider the probable causes of the increase in economy due 
to superheating. Whether the economy ensues because the 
steam is hot and a high initial temperature tends to increase 
thermal efficiency, or whether it is because the steam is dry 
for a considerable period of time after it reaches the engine, 
is perhaps not so important a question to have answered ns 
is the more immediately practical question, How much does 
this superheated steam cost at the coal-pile ? The latter 
question depends for its answer upon at least two factors, 
namely, the specific heat of superheated steam, and the ex
pense of installation and maintenance and the efficiency of 
superheating apparatus. I will review briefly some of the 
recent theories which have been advanced in explanation of 
the increased economy due to superheating steam, and in 
doing so will make use of several articles and reviews which 
have recently appeared in technical publications.

The data that are available as to the definite amount of 
saving to be .affected by the use of a given degree of super
heat, are up to the present time either insufficient, or else 
they have not been analyzed with sufficient consistency to 
enable one to state positively what gain in thermal efficiency 
can be obtained by the use of a given steam temperature. 
Analysis of a large number of carefully conducted experi
ments in Europe, where superheating has been employed 
much more extensively than in this country, shows that with 
the best types of reciprocating engines, 1 per cent, saving 
results for each 5 to 6, or perhaps 5 to 7, degrees of super
heat. It appears also that with steam turbines and locomo
tives, 1 per cent, gain in economy is obtained for each 8 to 
10 degrees F. of superheat. But in making such statements 
it is necessary to start with a knowledge of the conditions 
under which the steam works - in the particular engine con
sidered.

quoted, but which is nevertheless in error, to the effect that 
“even as Minerva sprang, mature in mind, in full stature of 
body, and completely armed, from the head of Jupiter, so 
the steam engine came forth, perfect at its birth, from the 
brain of James Watt.” The fact is that James Watt was a 
very great man and a great inventor. He was one of the 
inventors of the steam engine. He improved in almost every 
essential particular the crude and wasteful steam engine 
which had been developed before he first directed his atten
tion to the problems of using steam. He invented the sep
arate condenser, the fly wheel, the crank shaft, the 
centrifugal governor, the steam engine indicator and its 
operating mechanism, and the expansive use of steam. He 
outlined many of the thermal conditions most essential to 
economy of fuel, he invented the steam-jacketed cylinder, 
and he suggested to the well-known inventor Hornblower, 
the use of more than one cylinder in a single engine for the 
purpose of lessening the temperature range and therefore 
the wasteful condensation of steam in each cylinder.

The only thing which Watt apparently did not think of, 
which has since become of great importance in increasing 
the economy of reciprocating steam engines, was heating 
the steam to a temperature above that of saturated steam 
at the same pressure ; or what is generally called superheat
ing the steam.

From the first application of superheated steam 
important results, diametrically opposed to each other in 
desirability, have been noted. The first result obtained, and 
that desired, was increase of economy in fuel. The second 
and accompanying result was interference with the satisfac
tory mechanical operation of reciprocating engines. Excess 
of superheating carbonized lubricating oils, caused deform
ation of cylinders, valves, pistons and other parts, destroyed 
the packing in stuffing boxes, and accelerated general 
deterioration of parts subjected to the high temperature 
steam. Hence the return, or change, about 1868, from 
superheating to extensive compounding of engines, the use 
of higher steam pressures, and to steam jackets, etc., in 
order to obtain satisfactory economy without the use of high 
temperature steam. It was necessary to reduce the degree 
of superheat, and in general superheating was discontinued, 
as the gain due to very low degrees of superheat was found 
to be relatively small, and the expense of maintaining super

two

heaters high.
But the desire for a high initial temperature has always 

lingered in the minds of engineers, since Carnot pointed out 
the limits of maximum efficiency of heat engines as depend
ing upon temperature range of the working substance. For 
many years following the unsuccessful attempts to use 
superheated steam, the high initial temperatures desired 
were sought by the use of unsuperheated steam of high pres- 

The increase of pressure involved additional weight

It appears that cast iron fittings, for example, frequently 
show cracks after six months or even less of service, and that 
castings grow in length and otherwise change dimensions, 
due to repeated exposure to high temperatures. Valves get 
to leaking, and their seats become loose or crack. Appar
ently some materials become weak in spots, due to 
superheating, and this leads to deformation of lines of piping. 
Cracks appear in flange connections. The question ha- 
frequently been brought up, Should cast iron be used at all 
for superheated work ? Steel is a good substitute in some 
respects, but frequently unreliable. Steel valve-bodies get 
to leaking. The porosity is often and perhaps generally 
initially present in the casting, and is not initiated by the 
superheated steam. When steel fittings are under test, if

sure.
and expense of engines and boilers, and increased liability
to accidents. The gain due to increasing steam pressure 
reached its limit late in the 1890’s, and engineers began 
again to turn their attention to superheating. The develop- 

and adoption of the steam turbine is principally renient
sponsible for the great increase in the use of superheated 
steam during the past ten years. The absence of rubbing 
surfaces, with the exception of external bearings which do

in contact with the steam, has made it possible ! they are more likely to develop into dangerous defects when 
to use at least moderate degrees of superheat ; but it has 1 used with superheated than with unsuperheated steam. This 
been necessary for engineers to bring into use methods of seems to apply also to cast iron fittings, superheated steam 
design and to develop materials, especially suited to super- apparently bringing out the objectionable features of any 
heated steam, in order to use it with any degree of satis- defects that exist. It appears that the material known as 
faction, even in turbines. (Continurd on page 564).

they are rapped with a hammer, faults frequently appear. 
It seems that if faults do exist initially in a steel casting,

not come
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marized as follows:—
(a) Improper sub-drainage.
(b) Excessive sprinkling or flushing.

Lack of efficient cleaning.
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(c)ing up
roadbed may be properly shaped 
material. It is of special use
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1 drainage.All of these features are absolutely beyond the control 
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, has referred to sub-drainage as the first essentia 
successful road or pavement construction. We find cities 
there the prevailing sub-soil is clay, which affords inade
quate natural drainage, providing no artificial dramaS<- or
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drainage providing for their pavements elaborate systems 
of sub-drainage that are, of course, wholly unnecessary. 
Airain we find cities adopting systems of sub-drainage in 
use in other cities where the sub-soil, and, consequently, the 

drainage requirements, are radically different.
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condition that requires extraordinary treatment), the sub
soil under the pavement will be practically bone-dry if no 
water is allowed to percolate from back of the curb. To pre
vent this, a drain having a depth of 3 ft. below the curb is 
all that is necessary. As indicated above, if the sub-soil is 
gravel or sand, providing natural drainage through which 
water percolates, no artificial drainage is necessary.

The most frequent causes of failure in pavement con
struction, all of them being entirely under the control of city 
officials, and just as entirely out of the control of the con
tractor, are as follows :—

1 st. Inefficient or no drainage. This we have considered 
above in considerable detail.

2nd. Improper back-filling of trenches.*
3rd. Insufficient crown and gutter grade to carry off 

water and prevent pools standing near the centre and in the 
gutters of the roadway.*

4th. Lack of cleanliness.
5th. Excessive flushing or sprinkling of streets.
6th. Inadequate pavements, or none at all, between and 

along railroad tracks.
These faults are of such importance as to warrant careful 

consideration. They directly affect pavement maintenance 
and guarantee from both practical and legal points of view, 
and are not second in importance or cause of trouble to even 
poor workmanship and materials employed in the construc
tion of the pavement.

The two seriously objectionable practices, lack of cleanli- 
and excessive watering of street pavement surfaces,

when the natural drainage conditions are wholly inadequate. 
In such cases, the under side of the pavement is always 
damp, and the inevitable result is deterioration, and a ten
dency of the pavement to settle from its normal shape and 
grade.

In a certain city of Central New York, which I have had 
especial opportunity of studying during the past twenty- 
four years, the pavements have proved to be better than those 
in any other city of the United States or Canada which I 
have visited, although the sub-soil is generally clay, the 

medium for natural drainage. Apart from careful 
construction and selection of material used in the pavement, 
which have not been greater than the care shown in similar 
work in other cities where the results have been far less satis
factory, I attribute the unusual excellence of these pavements 
chiefly to the elimination of water, both from the under and 
upper surfaces. This has been accomplished :

First—By an efficient system of sub-drainage ; and 
Second—By thorough dry cleaning and entire absence 

of wetting down the dirt by excessive street sprinkling and

poorest

flushing.
The system of sub-drainage in this case, which was 

adopted in the year 1886 and has been strictly adhered to 
since, is as follows :—

(1) A trench 1 ft. wide is excavated under the curb to 
a depth of 3 ft. below the top, or 18 ins. below the bottom
of the curb.

(2) In the bottom of the trench is placed 
culled hemlock board, for which other cheap lumber may be 
substituted, and the pavement side of the trench is boarded 
up with the same material up to the bottom of the curb, to 
prevent the earth under the pavement as it dries from falling 
into the drain.

(3) On the board in the bottom of the trench is placed 
a line of 3-in. half-round porous tile, open at the bottom and 
with open joints.

(4) Over the tile the trench is filled to within 2 ins. of 
the bottom of the curb with hand-placed field or cobble stone,

which is spread a thin course of finely crushed stone,

a narrow

ness
generally go together.

1 st. If the street surface is not clean, wetting is neces- 
to allay the dust, and in this way mud is formed ; and 

2nd. If the dust is converted into mud, the mud can be 
removed from the surface of the road only by the use of an 
excessive quantity of water under such high pressure as to

sary

damage the pavement.
Recognizing that water is the enemy of all pavement 

surfaces, the effort of those engaged in the improvement of 
road surfacing material of every kind is directed toward 
reducing the porosity of the roadway surfaces, and otherwise 
protecting them from the ravages of excessive wetting.

On the other hand, the efforts of some street cleaning 
interests are directed toward keeping the streets wet by 
various forms of sprinkling and flushing machines, without 
properly cleaning the surface of the pavements. Still other 
interests engaged in street cleaning advocate dry cleaning 
and are developing methods to accomplish their purpose. 
Their objects are feasible, but, pending the advent of ma
chines that will efficiently and economically do the work, all 
municipalities should take a midde ground and follow one 
of the following courses :—

(a) Thoroughly wash the pavements nightly without 
pressure, using either a washing machine or fire hose, and 
immediately follow the washing with hand squeegees to 

all excess of water from the gutters and slight

over
slate shale, or slag—fine enough to fill the chinks in the 
field stone at the surface, but coarse enough not to run into 
and fill the spaces between the pieces of field stone.

(5) Over this is spread about an inch of loam or clay 
(not gravel or sand), which, when dry, will hold together 
and not sift into the drain.

(6) Over this curb is set in the usual way. 
is of stone, it is bedded in either gravel or concrete, and if 
the curb or gutter is of Wainwright or other Portland cement 
type, it is laid directly over the drain. Of course, the drains

connected with catch basins.
This method of construction is the best, most efficient 

and most economical system of sub-drainage I have ever 
known. No cross drains have been necessary, although the

If the curb

are

natural drainage conditions are very poor.
Systems of surface drainage of which I thoroughly dis

approve, either because of inefficiency or unnecessary ex- 
those that include :—

remove 
depressions.

(b) Sweep nightly with machines, lightly sprinkling 
the pavement in advance of the sweeper, and using enough 
water to lay the dust but not enough to convert it into mud— 
exactly as a dirty floor is cleaned by light sprinkling and 
hand-sweeping.

pense, are
(a) Too shallow drains at the curb ; and
(b) Trenches filled with crushed stone in the centre of 

the road with similar cross drains at intervals.
The ctoss drains tend to attract water from outside the 

roadway and carry it under and to the centre of the pave
ment, where it percolates into the otherwise dry sub-soil. 
This is not only an unnecessarily expensive system of sub
drainage, but one that is really less efficient than no

‘Back-filling of Trenches” and “Pavement Crowns” 
have been subjects of papers prepared by Mr. George C. 
Warren for the Convention of the American Society of Muni
cipal Improvements. Copies of these papers may be ob
tained by addressing Mr. Warren, 59 Temple Place, Boston, 
Mass.

* <

drainage.
It may be set down as a fact that with any of the modern, 

nearly waterproof forms of pavement now in vogue, unless 
there are actual springs under the roadway (an extraordinary
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company bond premiums required by the city, and a sufficient 
amount to cover a conservative estimate of maintenance 

It has been calculated that if surety company bonds 
required on all pavements

such an extentNo one would think of wetting a floor to
mud, and then expect to remove 

equivalent of this is done 
is made to clean the pave- 

thorough

as to convert the dust into 
the mud by sweeping. Yet the 
in most cities where the attempt

charges
for five years’ maintenance

United States and Canada, the premium always
to more

were
laid in the
added to the contractor’s bid would each year amount

pavement surfaces are literally butchere y
receive from the wheels of the tra c. r0„

Either of these methods specified, if care u y J 
perly applied, will provide a well-cleaned 
which will require no sprinkling throug c { such a 
cleaned by patrol system by day. The adoption of such^a

system will insure a pavement that wi JJj ^ pedestrians 
best condition for horses, automobiles, a and
on the sidewalks, being free from dust and mud, 

capable of sustaining traffic without eteno 
Track Construction.—Railroad beds 

structed, or tracks poorly laid, are common s°u Qnj a few 
to pavements, and the damage will exten “ ^ entire width , 
feet from the rails, but sometimes acroï. produced 1 and leave
of roadbed. The same undesirable results are and ! cially strong enough to carry
by faulty construction in the pavement itself j ! amount of money retained by the Cities. in.
; , .. T, o-i nr tu ties are not so secure y Maintenance guarantees tend to produce lax inalong the rails. If the rails ent> whatever may be , 4 • ^ ]oss of pontrol of construction by the proper

laid as to prevent vibration, P be sure to break specti contractor in case of dispute or disagree-
tts construction or the material u^ ^ ^ be ath , city official ^ cofijtructioil) wiU notify the city

number of cities, first-class , { ,f he is rtot permitted to do the work m
the rail to curb, j officia^ ^ ^ he wm nQt be responsible for the

guarantees encourage the acceptance 
inexperienced contractors,

than $1,000,000. 
It has been suggested that in lieu of surety company 

the cities retain 5 per cent, of the con-bonds for guarantee
tract price. If this were generally adopted the cash retained 
by the cities would aggregate approximately $5,000,000 an
nually, and the interest alone on the accumulation of five- 
vear guarantee periods would amount to $1,500,000. This 
bond premium or interest contractors must add to their prices 
iust as surely as they must increase their prices when the 
cost of labor and materials advance. Generally speaking, 
contractors, regardless of the estimated cost of maintenance, 
will add to what would otherwise be their contract prices the 
full amount retained by the city. Few contractors are suf
ficiently strong financially to have their capital tied up, even 

it is drawing interest. Such a system would drive the 
small but reliable contractors out of business

that are finan-

mixture

they

con-

when
comparatively

the field in possession of concerns
or negotiate for carrying the

and allow water to work its way 
the pavement. I have seen, in a
pavements laid outside the track area, rom between j
or from within 2 ft. of the rail to the cur , vement ' guarantee,
and around the rails there would be absolutely , Jth. Maintenance
at all. In such cases from 1 ‘° 3rainfall or spring ; of Pr°P°^rtioTof"paints of doubtful desirability. How

W “'“«P, .n,o and ***££% j „f,„ » « hear 6. — - —— ** **

“ niy bias. n»Le h„ .provided “ ^'“ib *>* » "“*“«• " l

the water to drain nearly vertically into and th J"fical]y tQ we have the surety «>mp Y

Maintenance CuaranteeS-™1aadI maintenance, I am experience in the
the subject of pavement guarante antees extending ; 1 scen many paving contract guarantees
firmly of the opinion that Pa^e Je t0 test the integrity ^ss 1 nevcr seen a pavement made good through a guar- 
beyond a term of one year, which a P best interests but 1 “ cash retainer when the pavement or the con-
of material and construction, are ag following antee 0 , h it was against the business interests
of the taxpayers. In support of this view I offer tractor failed, when ™ ^ may be such

reasons doubtful legality. On of t e con ^ ^ are usually the "exception which
ist. Guarantees are always oj. {or over 75 cases, u ,,

assessment work, which is the basis o pay ; d states Prov®s 1 p ™ ^ be interest of the city in the construction
per cent, of the street pavements laid in he^U Finally, the^best ^ .{ js in all other classes
and Canada, the courts have frequently, auSe they of pavemen s adoption of the following policy:—
declared maintenance guarantees ^ ^' ‘^’ayers for the of c°nSh"Cc upon the form of construction best suited
provide for indirectly assessing ab sba]l be ' ' ■ , rase_

of maintenance, which city charters us , for esc ^ fuI pians and specifications for the worh,
and ‘K“e the construction the closest and best ertper, in,pec

contracts : “The contractor may 
not be successful, but 

the cash retained to

street paving busi- 
defaulted,

cost
paid for by the city at large.

2nd. There is always likely to e ™°rd;ng 
between the contractor and the city re c when"S"iS tosses

- ref",ti,aaSrlyc—

the extent ot

less dispute 
the con-

aIld Take"entire responsibility for the results. In the 
this policy will produce better pavements and at 

the apparently attractive but misleading

tion
(c)tractor’s obligations to 

the damage done can even 
such as these to which we

long run
lower cost than will 
maintenance guarantee system.will

and
arise between the contractor and the city 
repairs and nicety of condition of mamrantee ft is not an 
ment which is proper under the R"uara -t;PS generally 1
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at the expense

jurisdiction of the contractor.

THEORY OF RAIL JOINTS.*

Felix Lange, of Essen, Germany.

of the pave-

By Regierungsbaumeister
Tt is generally agreed that the life of the rail is de- 
, . 11DOn the life of the joint. It is, therefore, natural

tP.en.dL engineer should look to the continuous rail for the 
-olution of this problem. Recent developments in Europe

exaggeration to say 
endeavor to require contractors to 
surfaces that they would not think of maki k 
°f the city.

3rd. When guarantees 
Prudent, conservative contractors always 
the interest on the cash retained, and the

for maintenance are required 
include in their bids 

of the surety
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Fig. 4—Rail Joints.

strated that this mass is too small perceptibly to disturb the 
I elastic curve of the rail during its lifetime.

The foregoing remarks prove that a
important requirements, viz., that the elastic

welded track must

meet at least two
must be disturbed as little as possible and that thecurve

tension in the longitudinal fibres of the rail caused by the 
load of the rolling stock must be transmitted from one rail
section to the other.

Stresses resulting from variations in temperature may be 
determined with greater accuracy. Extensive experiments to

the rail were firstdetermine the effect of temperature on 
carried out in the United States in 1892 and further experi
ments were made by me in Essen in 1904-1906 which are 
better for our purpose, as the temperature of the rail itself 
was directly measured instead of that of the earth surround
ing the rail. Holes measuring 6 mm. (% in.) m diameter 

different depths exactly in the centre of the
inserted. Thewere drilled to

rail webs. In these holes thermometers were 
tubes of these thermometers, which were of different lengt s.

Fig. 2—Rail Joints.

load as in Fig. 3 a difference in heights must result. If the 
cut extends only to the foot of the rail (or if the base is 
welded) the conditions are not materially changed, although 
the difference in heights is not quite so great as m the first 
instance. If the cut extends only through the head, the dif
ference in heights will usually be negligible.

for pounding is that the deformation 
remain constant across the

Still another cause 
of the rail under load does not

On account of the elasticity of the material there is an 
the metal of the rail before the wheel, and this

When the wheel

joint.
elevation of 
elevation advances as the wheel advances, 
comes to a joint, however, there is a sudden change. (See

Fig. 4)
Cold flowing of metal is also the cause for a difference 

in height of rail sections at joints. It has been sh°wn t mt 
made in the head of a sound rail fills up

* Abstract of paper read before the American Street and 
Interurban Railway Association, Atlantic City, N.J.

a very fine cut

within a comparatively short time and a depression will begradually approaching the final goal 111prove that we are 
this matter.

The chief cause of wear at the joint a difference m 
height of the sections.

formed at the point.
It is also obvious that in transferring the bending mo

ment across the joint by means of plates the vertical fibres of 
the web of thg rail will be lengthened, as the plates act as 

spread the head and foot of the rail apart. This 
will cause a difference in height.

Finally—a change in the elastic curve due to any marked 
change of section at the joint will cause the wheel to leave

The momentary load when the wheel
MV2

inequality in the rail (see Fig. 1) is P levers tostrikes an

In this formula R = the radius of the wheel, V = prac- 
ti ally Vt, M = the load not supported by springs.

that P is much greater than the nominal the rail.It will be seen
wheel load. Lateral shifting of the rails, causing a moment
ary lateral sliding of the wheel flange and consequent wear

None of the numberless types of mechanical joints new in

ifl-X

Cjl

*■,i,*, u. J* 1 F1W.UA

Fig. 3—Rail Joints.Fig. 1—Rail Joints.

capable of meeting all the conditions which the fore-surface of the rail, produces similar results. Even use are
going remarks prove to be necessary requirements.

Among the welded rail joints only two can be considered 
absolutely ideal, viz., the Elihu Thomson and Dr. Gold
schmidt types of pure butt welding joints, in which the entire 
surface of the cross sections of the rails are welded, 
the difficulties encountered in the practical application of both 
of these types have proved so serious that neither of them

In America

on the
rail joints which have been ground perfectly true will show 
cupping in course of time. What is the cause ?

First may be mentioned the inequalities in the rail sec
tions and angle plates due to wear of the rolls. All angle 
plates cannot fit closely on all rails, and where there is a poor 
fit the bending moment is not transferred across the joint 
by the plates and different heights are produced in the rails 
when the cars pass the joint. Another cause is the direct 
compression of the metal of the rail by the wheel load.
When a load is applied at a point (Fig. 2) the rail assumes 
a form shown in exaggeration in the diagram. As this pres- 

transmitted from the wheel to the foundation, 
the pressure per square inch in the web and therefore its process_
relative deflection will be greater than in.the head o requires only from 4 to 6 kg. (9 lbs. to 13 lbs.) of cast metal

When the rail is cut in two just in front of the ^ ^ ^ ience of over n years has demon-

But

yet be considered of practical importance.can as
butt joint welding is impracticable 
percentage of carbon used. In Europe butt joint welding, such 
as conceived by Dr. Goldschmidt, has been replaced by a 
combined process of cast welding and butt joint welding, as 
a number of causes for ultimate defects are avoided in this 

On the other hand, the combined process

account of the highon

sure must be

the rail.

/
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inch for the full section of the rail, or 39,000 lbs. in the cross 
inch for Tq thi$ must bc added the stresses from

The negative bending moment is the 
base our figures on t section 

figured earlier 
inch. To this 

due to the

second glass tube, providing an air jacket 
tube and the rail walls. (See Fg- 5-> 

the maximum temperatur 
Fahrenheit above

! section welded.endorsed in awere
bending moments.between the mercury 

The result showed that, as a rule,
of the rail is always not less than 9 degrees import
ât of the air, and proved m0re important

one, as we have to
ZïZlt about n-5. and for the moment as 

of about 900 lbs. per square 
must also be added stresses

the change of section at the 
the head is not welded and the 

in various parts

we get a stress
calculated stress 
bending moment produced by 

to the fact that 
the difference of temperature

ant rôle in producing stresses
of which can be calculated. method for in-While there is no accurate mathematical method

columns under stress by pressure it is P 
that no danger from lateral warpmg exist .

laterally taken up by the pa 
L S. Co. So-335 rail subjected

r ,c decrees Fahrenheit, figures 
to a temperature increase of 55 degr further question
approximately 35 lbs. per runn,n^ ^ g widths can be pro

to whether gaps of dangero

joint owing 
stress due to 
nf thp rail at the same

aggregate of 55,000 lbs. per square
than the average elastic limit of rail steel 

permissible strain under the condi- 
rail is subjected.

vestigating long 
sible to prove 
The pressure which must be 
ment, assuming the case of an

These would add about 15,000 
inch,

time.

lbs., making an
which is greater 
and far greater than any

loading to which alions of alternate

arises as

a
------ h

Wsm

SSee

26’C
27
26

t25
t29

23

22 «S-a»gi2! CSiSs
20
19

pt <oL /V/y r5(£q77< W_
id
17
16

5 6 7-0clock15
091011

9 10 II '2 Rail Joints.Fig. 5—
climate, such

as exist in some o - ^ gystenli and I under
can be no objection to t e use description have
stand that many thousands of joints ot 
given perfect satisfaction.

season. On 
this ques- 
seen was

of rails during the winter
I can answerduced by the breaking 

the basis of my personal experience
tion in the negative. The widest gap a . ^ the pave.

in track which had ee^ ^ brQke when

The track had 
rock

1%-in., and was 
ment at the hottest time of summer

Fahrenheit.
tie rods merely on 

stone pavement.
than %-in. in width wil 
laid in concrete on ties 

of such construction 
mentioned

the temperature was 5 degrees 
been laid without ties but with 
ballast and embedded in ordinary 
to assume that gaps measuring more

in track

tree surgery.It is safe

(Continued from page into the
base gradually de?ay d * °™ely t0 heal this wound, but the 
crotch. Nature tries desperately ^ ^ ^ and pre„
imperfect joint is cons antiyj^ until finally, weakened
vented from h M&dy of our finest trees are ruined

tv,» snlitting of these
exceedingly difficult to treat, 
be removed with great care

conscientious

scarcely be liable to occur
and with tie rods, because th ^conditions
is considerably greater than> ™ condi;ionS. 
above, nor will it warp under •

tension due to the c anges from
also subject to those winch resu

These tensions can on y
they depend upon the

further discus- decayed matter
thoroughness-

welded joints will in removing 
of the rail are not 

rail is heated
by more often

working in *e d;fficult to
to do, it is ex watershed is required, as

of all a Perfect would otherwise find lodg-
hmb of a large tree the ad-

a bolt directly through 
twelve or fifteen

in temper.1-
In addition to the the tree defective crotches.by decay 

everyture the rails are 
the cooling of welded joints, 
determined by practical tests, and as

shall refrain from a

year by 
These cases are

The
andoften

must first
the dentist is not more

tooth than is the tree surgeon in 
The opening is then packed 

atersheds in these crotches 
workman’s ingenuity and patience for 

limit, of the <«*•■ “”Pe“e

the water

in factvarious systems used I
decay from a 
these cavities.

sion of them.
A further matter is the extent to

wearing qualities
head of the

which cleaning out 
tightly with cement, 

takes all the

Cutting w
That theresist wear.

in which the
casting operation

changed in systems 
during the welding or 
than ten years’ experience 

Engineers will be able to 
of rail welding

is proven
use

in Europe.
hddIv the foregoing
’P”i-g u,ed. a-d I

under my no.ice. 
steel about the 

cent.

to the vari-
most
""niT,*„7,hÎe6..i«. - ?,e

ecauf on is taken of putting
chain is placed some

nowous systems
fine my remarks to a system

provides for welding a 
that

which has come ment
ditional pr 
the crotch, while a

collar of 
only about 50 perThis system

web and flange of the rails so 
of the rail is united.

Assume the following un 
local temperature 20 degrees

of welding 80 deSre=s
Uodet CO,*,™.

two or three 
Co., of 71/4 

photographs and information

feet up on inMinimum

Fah Fahrchei,. rail «*»» "
tension result-

This wo:
tompanies. V 

Street 
here.

Toronto, for the
Shuter
giventure at the time 

L. S. Co. 80-335- 
ing from changes in temperature

lbs. per sq-
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y
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The first is that it preventstween the boiler and the engine.
cylinder condensation, and so gets rid of the ‘missing quan
tity.’ The second is that by superheating steam its volume

in connec- | is greatly augmented ; and the third is a combination of bot
It is that super-

I IMPROVEMENT OF STEAM PLANT EFFICIENCY.THE

(Continued from page 558).
iron is quite successful as a material for usegun

tion with superheated steam.
of cast iron which was developed by foundrymen m the days ( heated steam is 
of iron cannons. It is an iron having low silicon, low phos- j It flows ' " .

, , . „ carbon content Recent experience one result back pressure is reduced,phoros and lowtota——bon c „„ | his experiments that locomotives wtth ou.stde =,-
st.am w"",d ,."=mbl, ,hi so-called gun iron | iindets, o.h.r ,hi-g, being =,«,!. always ha a ..».,bly 

. Tt • that in Germany high-grade higher back pressure than had those with msi e } ’
iron has proved entirely satisfactory for use in super- | simply because the «— 

heated steam -, « « »£%£%%% - -, is saved -, no,, a,
of unusually “V!,,, slid „ have : even,, there is ‘more life in the engine/ I, .,11 be seen

b- successfully us'ed during four years, with steam of 3- ; that

deg. F. superheat. j ^ wMch the distances to be traversed are considerable, and
Silicon ....................................................... I'^° per C6n " 1 the passages are crooked and somewhat contracted.
Sulphur .....................................................  °-°85 per C6n ! if we take up the anti-condensation theory
Phosphorus ..............................................  °-89° per CenL | verv difficult to formulate any definite figures, because too
Manganese ...............................................  0.480 per cent. little has been determined as to the nature and causes of
Total Carbon ............................................  2'45° per Cent' j initial condensation. Its amount varies in a way that really
Combined Carbon ..................................  0.170 per cen 1 defies all calculations, and the most

, . ,• 1 , „ j K„t:, ! sufficiently high temperature to prevent condensation. So
Mr. Mann gives the following as practicable a in this direction has been pure empiricism. The

factory from the standpoint of the foun rym genera! rule is to make the steam as hot as it can be made
user: i without doing mischief, either to the superheater or the

the nature of the oil used as a

Tbi, i, simply . high grade I A fourth reason deserves "“iy'"L„ ,„u„„d steam.

rapidly through ports and passages, and as 
The late D. K. Clark

more

find itwe

do is to providewe can

1.40 to 1.60 per cent. . , ,4 1 engine. Much depends
0.02 to 0.04 per cent | lubricam and the rate at which the superneat departs.
0.06 to o.oq per cent. j m instances a superheat of 250 deg. F. has, it is said, 
0.45 to 0.75 per cen . 1 disappeared entirely before the piston has made one-fourth
3.00 to 3.25 per cent. and it is worthy of notice that it is not easy to

of silicon and phos-1 detect the difference between diagrams with and without 
superheat. The broad fact is that, be the diagrams what

iron and steel, called “semi-steel,” -, may, tes feed-water is used per horsepower wrih ihan

„ seem, probable -, ,upe,heating „„ lMs ba5is « -, each

additional quantity of heat, de- 
the temperature and the specific

that

Silicon ...........
Phosphorus • ■
Surphur ........
Manganese . • 
Total Carbon

on
In

It will be noted' that the percentages 
phorus are low.

Various mixtures of 
are used in superheated steam work, 
steel castings will continue to be used, and such material, 

free from the defects customarily found in it, is ex- pound of steam takes in an
when
ceedingly satisfactory for superheated steam work Thus for example, let us suppose

Thee „ M* to gu.stidn the „i& ,5 1b, of s.e.m pe, borne,owe,
heard, that the use of superheated steam is mcreas g. , , t0 be ,50 lbs. absolute, and the feed-
obstacles which have been encountered have never een temperature ioo deg. The total heat supplied to each
sufficient to blind engineers to the real merits of sup numbers 1,123 degrees,

power p-uetton, pound by  ̂ % „d 6*„ « -

much work as we can.
If now we superheat

pending for its amount on

heated steam, or to
—e‘to time'been «"d-nt n'ecesmril'y "abandoned because I quantity from which to get as

o, difficulties encountered with the material, used in cm rempermur, of^o ,bs«s * $(, ^ F, Th,
gines, boilers and pipelines. With improvemen s w 1 1 > - ” lded thermal units will be found by multiplyingLe been made along these «»==, however -re rs reason ste,„ ; wh„ the spec,he

,0 believe -ha, engineer, will find it posable: to aval ihem- .5 lbs. ' ■> » - g** ™ ", le,„ deier-
selves of the advantages that certainly attac to o super binder constant pressure—the condition with which

There is 
shall

The

heating of steam. , .
The use of superheated steam has progressed from the we have o

Zt ZZS-JZL^STZ a,
tmptovemen, in - toasnns

deal—Régnault found it to be .475- 
believe that it is higher, and we

We

use. Many attempts

ïSn» wonder-r» 5

superheated steam.”

It amounts to only about 9 per
amount very

of the considerations upon 
superheating trust depend. 

“As a matter of fact
gain, from the standpoint of the coal- 

whether an independently fired
(However, the netthere are three-general reasons 

secured by superheating steam be- pile, depends largely upon
given for the economy
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but this rapidly declines as the steam super

distance above it the rate of 
Thus,

of expansion.superheater is used, or whether the superheater is placed I 
within the main boiler setting and therefore obtains lt5^^

neats and at no very great
expansion, nearly approaches that of a perfect gas. 
for instance, in experiment (6) where the point of maximum

between this and 180 deg', the 
of 1/190 whereas air would

the same grates as are
An independently firedfrom the# gases generated on

used for the purpose of evaporation.
efficiency of 50 per cent., or per- 

design, efficiency of furnace,
con-

saturation was 174-92 deg.
steam expanded at the mean 
have expanded 1/634 only; but on continuing the super
heating the coefficient was reduced between 180 deg. and 

deg’ from 1/190 to 1/637, and for air the coefficient would 
have been 1/639, or almost exactly the same, and this rule 
holds good in every experiment; a high rate of expansion 

saturation point diminishing rapidly to a

ratesuperheater might have an
haps more, depending upon

Assuming this efficiency, if the saving in stea™

B. T. U.

etc.
sumption due to superheating is 20 per cent., or 
for each 10 degrees of superheat, it has cost 3,000

and the actual saving is only to
deg. A saving of 10 per cen .

‘economizer,” or feed- 
from

200

to save 20 per cent close
close to thecent., or Y> per cent, per 10 

might have been effected by using an 
water heater, placed in the path of the escaping ga. 
the main boilers, and without any superheater. t t e

the desirability of an
But if the superheater 

effect a saving of 
economizer. Be- 

exhaust from

that of air.’approximation to
“It is not quite clear where

1/634 but it is immaterial. It may .
the îate at which steam expands while being superheated is 

than that of any permanent gas. Applying this to 
have stated above, we have 15 lbs. of steam at 

absolute temperature of 819

Fairbairn got the coefficient 
be taken as proved that

economizer
comes a question between 
and an externally fired superheater, 
is placed within the boiler setting it may 
to per cent, in addition to that due to an

of the heat in the
exhaust steam

not less 
the case we
degreFUrandfaI5volume 0^4.4 cubic feet. Adding 200 deg. 

F superheat, we have, according to Regnault's tables,
volume of about 1/6, or say 17 Per cent If, 

in the ordinary condition before it 
it is probable that acording to 

in volume would be much

sides this saving, some 
auxiliaries may be recovered in an 
heater, which raises the feed temperature 
water coming from the condenser. Author.)

“As we have said, it is impossible to pre mate 
what the saving will be, because of the ac 

necessary data. There, however, is the theory, as 
goes. A small quantity of heat expended m rats n

will obviate the phenomena, , _ 
‘missing quantity , 

whether

feed-water 
above that of the

an

augmented
however, the steam was

into the superheater,
and Tate, the increase

We shall not be far wrong, we think, if we assume 
deg. F. will augment its 

will be expended in

in any
went 
Fairbairncase
larger.
that superheating steam by 200

How much heatwhat- cent.temperature of the steam 
ever they may be, which bring about the 
and it is worth notice that this condition holds good
the missing quantity is explained ’"^ ^'^allendar and 
valve leakage as supported by Mess .

volume 20 per
this depends on the specific heat of gaseous steam, 

have apparently a very important factor 
be counted upon,

doing
It is evident that we

augmentation of volume may
perfectly dry steam which can 

condensation will take place.
the increased volume is a 

found in the cylin-

Thehere.
and that too of 
deal of heat before 
less it is frequently argued that

"***3S%. »“ « -h-,e .h=
enters the clear-

lose a good 
Neverthe-

Nicholson. of the. secondthe consideration
_ effected is mainly due to 
volume, and a general

“We may now proceed to 
theory, which is that the saving 
the augmentation of the steam

all
statementdter, a

superheat disappears as soon
For the case we are

This may as the steam
considering it-amounts to 

hour. No one has the smallest 
Liquefaction due to the 
with saturated steam

But is it not possible 
the cylinder the action is 

does work ? And

in the quality of the steam.round improvement
be termed the physical theory, and it possesses 
ifications. Thus, cylinder condensation is not pr® c;rcum.
the augmented temperature of *e Juc/inore slowly

The experiments of Siemens 
first the rate of 

five times that

several ram- 
vented bv ance space.

units per horsepower per
becomes of it.1,500 

knowledge what be-
of work, takes place 

loses latent heat.
performance
cause

stance that dry steam parts 
to metal than does wet steam, 
and Fairbairn and1 Tate go to
increase of volume is very rapid-as much ^ ^

nearly three times 
e-sixth greater.

when

the steam
superheated steam is in

~ "Y«;
0f '^ended/n' producing* the Soluble

show that at that when

of air. The rate tapers off, however 
the rate of expansion up to 331 deg- 'vas 
that of air, and for the next 25 deg. only on 

Rankin, held that ordinary K““”this -«=«»

,», ST»,, '»=
is to be

the first loss 
by the sacrifice 
—that is, the heat exp
fluid known as saturated a combination of

“The third ^^Weaugmenf the volume of the 
the two views fSuPerthheeafeegd-water] and it raises the tern-

Pr00fUth. cylinder and piston surfaces so high that 
c of tn„ y —evented. We believe that this
condensation ^ ^ ^ alternative theory

the less it is certain that some an- 
One is the

superheated 40 deg. F. between
could be obtained when 
to deg. and 20 deg. He writes : 
rapidity of expansion by heat
accounted for by the supposed insensible water,
in the saturated condition, as generate r^^^y Qf steam
evaporated and contributing to inc^ Sea*gament is plausible ;

‘It is
the boiling point

moisture of steam 
being

steam
near perature 

initial 1 
represents 
taken alone.

the facts
But none

be explained.Ut which have yet to
effect of superheating

of course, that the same average 
weight of superheated than 

is known, the only difference 
small extent in

indicator cards.omalies exist 
exceedingly small 
Nominally this means

obtained with a less 
But so far as

to be a reduction to a
be explained by saving 
The experiments which 

inside the

without raising the temperature.
but it might be argued on the contrary steam
Process of abstracting heat from S”P hes the point
accelerated reduction of volume when which would
of saturation is due to incipient concensa^, ^ statement 

be absurd.’ It does not appear, i • superheati. re,II, absurd a, .11. The .ot.l "****!„ „’ il i. 

eight to leave the steam in rts origins Id of necessity
originally contained free water, that water wQuld be no
be found at the end of the operation, a. wrote jn
beat available to maintain it as steam.
,R6o: ‘Close to the saturation point we

that in the converse 
the

on

pressure is 
saturated steam.
in the cardSpSee™hSis can of course

baCk up"rheai is quite ephemeral.
superheat ^ ^ tQ the temperature

imperfect. We do not
which is quite another mat-

that
have so 
cylinder are very 
walls, but to

far been refer to the cylinder

that of the steam
high ratefind a very



imprheated steam is carried 1 whether the measure of expansion be great or small, 
ter. No doubt in many cases superheated steam is a coincldence, but being a constant one,
through considerable distances m badly clothed pipes | nractical value for approximate resuits from boiler
,h, most tha, „ can accomplish is =e==.mg some ! ‘ d“J", “ ide-cc U wan.mg.’ "

in «he condensation which would otherwise go on in the o : 1 ^ u jn br>ef outline, ,he history of the in-
, the superheat never reaching the cylinder. i ’ , jrlv * development of superheating, together

“We have failed to find any record of detailed expert- ven ion a ^ gome q{ the difficulties encountered in its 
made with really large engines to settle numerically , general considerations bearing upon the

the effect on the consumption of fuel, save those conduc e , ’0r scientlflc aspect o{ the subject. At the present
by Isherwood and recorded in ‘Experimental Researches i sul)Crheated steam is in successful use in many station-
Steam Engineering,’ published as far back as 18 5- LV me lants on steam locomotives and aboard ship,
were made with paddle-wheel beam engines of great size, ary l q£ €COnomy, engineers realize from
thus the SS. Adelaide had a single cylinder 50 £ | tong experience that water carried with steam frequently
and 12 ft. stroke, driving paddle wheels 31 ft. m di g £ ■ t0 engines, turbines and pipe lines.
Another ship, the Georgeanna, had a cylinder 44^ ' ' superheated steam is used, water is almost certainly
meter, 11 ft. stroke. The general result was a sa g frQm the steam, and the latter is dry upon, and gen-
over 20 per cent, secured by moderate superheating. some time after reaching the engine. The devel-
investigation was conducted with great care, an s erwooc s , ^ ^ Qf satis{actory lubricants for superheated work has
report is worth very careful perusal by engineers in ere e superheated steam into general use.
i« ~P=-»=a.i«=. », =»«.« «.=«=, «-% *■ «*

m,d. : di""‘“cbhi,"7=n:r>“»

ered that—supposing the condensed steam to be preenutamd by ^ of «he four-cylinder triple expansion
tnernetamcsuriaonsanducuspe^am^,^ ^

» the duo,ion 0, ,h, | by ,=' sri.ke the ,,«,m ,.,,1,^ b, • B.bo^
and Wilcox marine boiler having 65 sq. ft. of grade s

ft. of heating surface and a superheating sur
deg. F. superheat the saving 

cent, and in heat con-

Of

pipes

ments

on
in the steam remaining in vaporous 

twice against the fuel ; once
power and again in the quantity of heat which has to be 
imparted to these surfaces by the boiler steam to re-evaporate 1 2 500 sq #
the water of condensation from them. In other words, all ! of 340 sq. ft. 
the steam condensed in the cylinder has to be twice eva- m steam „
porated, while no useful effect whatever is obtained from it. , snmptmn about i^per^cen .
Practically, however, it appears that the whole of the steam d P
condensed in the cylinder, due either to the production 0 : 
power or the expansion per se, is not precipitated upon the j 
metallic surfaces. The condensation due to these causes Date, 1909.
takes place uniformly throughout the whole mass of steam ' Degrees of Superheat, F.. o. 
in the cylinder, and the portion which remains in the vap- Steam pressure by gauge, 
orous form is able to hold a certain weight of it in suspen-
sion, while the remainder must fall upon the surfaces. A'|Vacuunl) inches mercury,, 
the condensation, however, due to external radiation, an Revolutions per minute .. 194-3 T95.i

interior metallic surfaces, after their , watgr per hour> ibs.9397- 8430. 8234. 77°2.
temperature and action, must be Water pgr i_h.P. hour, lbs. 18.3 

surfaces and re-evaporated by the heat ^ ^ per j jj.P. per min. 314.
entering for the next stroke of the piston , p^_ cent saving of steam.........

condensation certainly counts twice ^ cent saving of fuel, cal- 
the previously described condensation, 

the expansion of the

counts

* * With 105 
consumption was 15-3 Per

given in the following table: 

Results of Idalia Tests.
are

Oct.Oct. Oct.Oct. Oct.
1312H11

88. 96. 105.

201. 198.
25-9 25-4

195.1 igt-S

203. 
25.2 

193-1 
7790. 

15.8 iS-5 
286. 283.

190. 196.
25.5 25.9

pounds sq. in.

to the coldness of the
to the condenser 15.817.0

300.
exposure 
deposited on those

284.
15-37.1 13-7 13-7of the boiler steam 

consequently all such 
against fuel, while 
due to the production of power and to

count only once or they may
and twice against the fuel.’

8.9 9-94-4 9-5culated
In conclusion it should be repeated that the saving in

indication of thecount in any
steam consumption is usually not a true

superheating, but at the same time 
does result in

steam per se, may
proportion between once

“We have referred above to the smallness of the effect 1 actual fuel saving due to
generally recognized that superheating

always been true in 
that a saving

it is
an actual saving of fuel. This has not

Referring to hisindicator diagrams.of superheating on
experiments with the SS. Georgeanna, with various c anges . R bas been a common experience
of superheating, Isherwood writes: ‘It will be seen t ^ p ^ ^ ^ superheating could have been, and later
expansion curve formed by the steam pressure n y and, more easily operated means than
after the closing of the cut-off valve was almost identical wa^effected by ^ m ^ early days 0f superheat-

with what it should be according to the simp e a |. pressures were low,—25 to 50 lbs. per sq. in. by
iotte; that is to say, the pressures were inversely athe ! ‘^ Superheating then showed in the neighborhood of 
volumes, without regard to the variation of temperature *a g P But it was soon found that increas-
The same coincidence will be found in steam engines in good 20 per cent fue savm^ ^ ^ ^ about
condition, working without air leaks and with S.atU" ® ^ increase in economy as had been caused by super-
steam: and it is interesting to note the agreement in cases ^ much increase m y ^ ^ ^ be
of extreme diversity in the kind and pressure of s eam -£. * Jeight of machinery. Of course ma-
size of cylinder and measure of expansion. t o a,ns obta d * had w bc dfeveloped t0 meet the demands

^hes,S superheated ^g^tfsuZerhcatcd, and j for increased strength as the pressures increased, but these
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ORDERS of the railway commissioners

OF CANADA.
for a long 

camerequirements were met, and superheating

rjxrz FiE"
engines ,h,„ those formerly used. When superheat mg 
applied in the ease of compound engines. • ™ b
bu, i, »„ found tha, the same amount could be - “ 
•he simpler cnpedi... of jrtcke.mg th=

----- saving accompanying the c0nsid-
triple expansion engines has genera y

for the added outlay required, but he 
the Idalia point in the 

to good ad vim
probable

was

be secured from the Canadian EngineerCopies of these orders may 
for a small fee.

11882—October 5—Directing the C.N.R. Company to complete the work 
be done in Order No. 9173, January 6th, 1910, made upon the 
of the Merchants and Shippers of the Rainy River District, 

C.N.R. Company to provide suitable accommodation for 
Rainy River and Fort Frances, by the 15th of November,

11883—October 6—Declaring that the terms of Order No. 4988, July 
Sth 1008, prescribing an interswitching toll of 1 cent per 100 lbs., and 
° ’ more than $1 as a minimum, and $8 as a maximum per carload, were 
not.. ,, , traffic in question at the time it was moved, and that?hP=P amount charged3*; theV & N. Y. Railway Company in excess of

the ,S,884—October 6—Directing that within ninety days from the date of 
4 t]le c.P.R. Company install an improved type of electric bell 

of the highway by the C.P.R. at Mechanicsville, Ottawa,

was
required to 
application 
directing the 
traffic between

Thesteam, 
steam in
ered too small to pay
results of Prof. Jacobus’ tests 
other direction. Superheated steam appears

turbines, and it seems
in that of the reciproca-

on
this Order 
at the crossing
Ont.tage when used with steam 

that its use in this field, as well as 
ting engine, will steadily increase.

,,885-October^^.D-reoUng^that^the^ 0? Wm!

be further extended for a period of three months fromCompany was 
Knechtel & Son,
thC ,^886—October^—Authorizing the C.P.R. Company to construct an in

dustrial spur for the Dougali Varnish Company, L.m.ted, in Montreal,

QUCu887-Octob=r 6—Authorizing the C P.R. Company to construct an in
dustrial spur to JAnGramiUng'5le=aav^to, tL^coiporaUon" of the town of 
Bernff^eAo^argtrIckrof the Berlin * Waterloo Street Rail- 

Company at its own expense, where it crosses the mam .me of the

nSSo toKA!93StInec.-Ocrtôber y-Authorizing the Hydro-Electric Power 
Commission of Ontario to erect, place and maintun transmission lines 

the wires of the C.P.R. Company’s Telegraph at Factory and 
across . Berlin Ont. ; at Lot 20, Concession 1, Township
IngTrfoll County North Oxford ; at Hamilton Road (Asylum Road), Town- 
Jhfo London, County Middlesex; at Lot 9, Concession B. Township Lon
don Countv Middlesex; at Lake Shore Road, near Indian Road, Toronto. 
d ,,804-Octoher 7-Authorizing the Seymour Power & Electric Company 
to erect, place and maintain electric transmission wires across the wires 
of the Bell Telephone Company in Lot 6, Concession 2, Township Phurlow,

COU”,t8y95-Octonber j-Authorizing the C.N.R. to construct its railway across 
certain highways as shown on profile No. 799, approved by Order No. 97»,

896—October 7—Authorizing the G.T.R. to install, within ninety days 
from the date of this Order, an improved type electric bell at the first 
highway crossing west of Wales, in Lots 7 and 8, Concession 1, Township

OSn^U7Aoctober%AruTh°onr‘zingnt!hc0' C N.R. to open for the carriage of 

traffic that portion of its line of railway from Ochre River to end of 
steel on Ste. Rose du Lac Branch, distance of 15 nules. .

,898-September 27—Authorizing the C.N O.R. which was authorized 
bv Order No 9662 to construct its line of railway across the pubic road 
by uraer 9 Concession 4, Township Clarke, County Durham, tocutout the Umberto aCpAnt two hundred feet south of the track, so that 

there may be a clear vision of the railway seven hundred feet westerly 
rom the highway, upon the application of the residents of Starkv.lle, 

iiSoo-October 7-Directing that the forthcoming new Canadian Class,fi- 
cation No. 15 provide a "Building Material llst* . , , -

October 8—Sanctioning and approving the location of the C.N.R. 
9 - Lake Extension) line of railway through Townships

,0-3,' Ranges 11-15, west 4th Meridian Alberta, reckoned from junction 
3 ‘l r>n'AnnelIe Long Lake & Saskatchewan Railway at Saskatoon.
W ,,90,-October 8-Sanctioning and approving the locat.on of the C.N.R.
„ ' ,, /Goose Lake Extension) line of railway through Townships
C P Ranges 16-20, west 4th Meridian, Alberta, reckoned from junction 
3I-?l,°’rWAnDelle Long Lake & Saskatchewan Railway at Sask it-, , .
” rmoz-Octob’er icf-Authorizing the Hydro-Electric Power Commission 

, „lace and maintain transmission line across the
wire°nofrth’e C.P.R. Company’s Telegraph at King and Sophia Streets, in

the city 0n-tober’ltio^-Authorizing the C.N.O.R. to cross the public road 
11903—Oct Concession 4, Townshio Hope, County Durham ;

s°Jd highway there" it crosses the railway and divert it along 
t0 closesa., ? th right-of-way to a connection with the road between 
the north side of the right otw c N 0 R divert the highway between
Concessions 3 1 ■ ^ (Q cross the railway at right angles, by means
Concession- 3 and 5- Orders Nos. ,0066 and 10357 be rescinded.
°f a 5Ub:o=iob"r .^Approving the revised location of a portion of the 

main line as now constructed from mileage 70.4, Thom- 
near Spence Bridge, in the S.E. 'A of Sec. 13, Tp. 17, 

6th Meridian, to mileage 00; mileage 101 to mileage 121.4, 
and mileage o to mileage 49.06, Cascade Sub- 

of Sec. 31, Tp. 4, Range 27, west

In the case of the ste,«a *
pressure in condensers is at least equ ,
effectiveness, and in general is more easi y J empi0yed 
matter of fact, however, the high vacuum 1SU.J with 
at the low pressure end of the system m conjunction

superheating at the high pressure enc • 
of the problem

As a

G.T.R. on

of increasing effic- 
thatThe present aspect 

iency in the steam plant involves 
of furnace efficiency, and next, that o

and the water must
and arrangement

first consideration
boiler heating

as a

be kept up to 
of thesurface. Both the gases 

speed by proper proportioning 
heating surface, each square foot 
ously be made to transmit at least twice 
that was formerly thought advisable . ...

-- -hi, connection i. « of „d
both sides of the heating surface

advantage-of which can
the amount of heat 

of first im-
that

portance

thoroughly cleaned.

RAILWAY EARNINGS: STOCK QUOTATION

it isthe latest traffic returns The following table gives the
possible to obtain at the time of going to p ^

Previous 
week

$2,334,000 
952,653 
341,800 

21,972 
6,559

Canadian roads since

1909 Company’s (Goose19IO
$2,302,000

963,374
403,9°°

23,772
3,848

Wk ended 
. .Oct. 21 
. .Oct. 21 
..Oct. 21 
. .Oct. 21 
. .Oct. 14

$2,147,000 
904,674
328,100
32,854

4,001

Road
C. P. R. .. 
G. T. R. .. 
C. N. R. .( 
T. & N. O. 
Hal Elec. .

Figures showing the earnings of 
July 1 st, this year and last, are appen e 

Mileage. July ist to 
Oct. 21 
Oct. 21 
Oct. 21 
Oct. 21 
Oct. 14

1909-
$21,760,000 

i3,oi3,°°7 
3,654,3°° 

488,239 
66,501

Montreal and London ex 
’relative to the company 

appended. The par value of

Capital. Trice q pt*C ,3
000’S 0CL21 OctQ A

Omitted. ‘9°9- , o,
C. P. R...........$150,000 t-i83| 230I-230
Mont St........... 18,000 2iti-2i°| " _i28| 130-129Î
Hal. Elec. 1,400 ,25-124! I24l' 27
Toronto St- .. 8,000 - 44 3nd pfd. 57Ï ; com’ 27
G. T. R.......... 226,000 ist pfd. 11°*’

1910.
$33,58o,ooo

13,940,549
4,669,600

38o,333
69,941

Road.
C. P. R.............10,326
G. T. R.............. 3,536
C. N. R.............. 3,180

. T. & N. Or..
Hal. Elec. . •

264
C.P.R Company’s 

Subdivision, 
west
Subdivision ;

divitn'aaLRpryovbce=ekirhish Coiumbfa. . „ . ,
ath Mer'd,a"’t0be° ,o-Authorizing the C.P.R. to construct an add.tiona

11905—October 1 i;n(, across the first street east of
track along' the s°"thrund;ng para,!el thereto, and the first street west 
Robert Str99t’ dnd r„nnfng parallel thereto, and across the two inter- 
0f *° Greets in the town Iff Hastings, B.C., and to construct an ex- 
tenshfn to the said underrrossing and bridge, on which to carry the

proposed cxtra traeL within which the C.N.R., which
iigo6—October to—Extending t e ^ interlocUing plant at the

TrAssing neardMida°, Sask., for a period of six months from the date 

of this Order.

13-3 son 
Range 25,TorontoStock quotations on 

changes, and other information 
listed in the above tables, are

Thomson

all shares is $100. Sales
last

week

Price 
Oct. 20 
1910.

Co. 822
205
94

1,416 (Continued on Page 574-)
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CONSTRUCTION NEWS SECTION
be furnished upon application.

Readers will confer a great
get notes regarding engineering work

Printed forms for the purpose will

Lethbridge, Alta.—Tenders will be received until No
vember sth for supplying and erecting of electric light fix
tures for5 the asylum building, jail building and court house. 
Tohn Stocks Deputy Minister of Public Works, Edmonton. 
J Chilliwack, B.C.—The city council, at a recent meeting, 
decided to call for tenders for a thirty horsepower electric
motor to run rock crusher. ... , . ...

North Vancouver, B.C—Tenders will be received until 
October 31st for supplying and delivering a 15-ton road 
roller George S. Hanes, City Engineer. , .

Vancouver, B.C.—Contractors are requested to submit 
hidq for excavating the site of the new twelve-storey Standard 
n twine- at the south-west corner of Homer and Pender 
Streets to be erected by the Consolidated Buildings Limited 
Rids will also be received for the steel work. I Ians and 
snecifications can be secured at the offices of the architects. 
Donnellan & Donnellan, 3'<3 Pender Street.
D Walhachin, B.C.—Tenders will be received until Nov. 
,oth for the erection of the superstructure of a two-span 
steï bridge over the Thompson River. F C. Gamble, Pub
lic Works Engineer, Dept, of Public Works, Victoria.

TENDERS PENDING.

M. issues e,

1 he Canadian Engineer referred to.
Tenders 
Close. Page.Issue of. 

Oct. 20. 
Oct. 20. 
Oct. 6. 
Oct. 6. 
Oct. 13- 
Oct. 20. 
Oct. 20. 
Sept. 1.

Place of Work.
Annapolis Royal, N.S., piers.. .Nov. 8 
Black Point, N.S., breakwater. .Nov. 7 
Calgary, Alta., steel bridges.... Nov. 7 
Calgary, Alta., railway material.Nov. 7 
Duncan’s Cove, N.S., breakwater.Nov. 7
Gravenhurst, Ont., wharf ...........Nov. 8
Ottawa, Ont., freight sheds.-■-Nov. o
Ottawa, Ont., lighthouse .........Oct. 3'-
Ottawa, Ont., lighthouse and

buoy steamer ............................
Providence Bay, Ont., wharf.... Nov. 7.
Ste. Croix, Que., pier ................... Nov. 2.
St. Louis du Mile End., Que.,

oost-office .................................. Nov. 24.
South Ingonish, N.S., wharf...-Nov. 8. 
Toronto, Ont., street lighting..
Toronto, Ont., Tungsten lamps.
Three Fathom Harbor, N.S., 

beach protection
Victoria, B.C., lighthouse and

steamer ....................... ............ ..
Victoria, B.C., clearing right-of-

537
537

54
56

508
537
537
275

3°SSept. 8. 
Oct. 13- 
Oct. 13-

Oct. 31. 508
508

537Oct. 20. 
Oct. 20. 
Oct. 20. 
Oct. 20.

537
CONTRACTS AWARDED.54

54
Halifax N.S__ S. M. Brookfield, Ltd., was awarded the

contract for the completion of the Canadian Club’s memorial 
tower at $23,960. Other bidders were: Falconer & Mac
Donald $24,829; S. A. Marshall & Son, $29,762; M. E.

KeeCueiph,t Ont.—Weils’&°Gray, Limited, Toronto, received 

th* contract for the erection of the C.P.R. passenger station. 
the Niagara Fails' Ont.-F. E. Ferris, a local contractor, 

for the erection of the fire hall a.

508Oct. 13-No v. 7.
476Oct. 6.Oct. 31.
444Sept. 29. 

Oct. 13-
No v. 2. 
Nov. 2.

508way ........................
Winnipeg, Man., pier

received the contract 
$5,000.tenders.___  , , nshawa Ont.—Contract for the construction of 1,800

Que.—Tenders will b, f«« mm ” "^SSo ÎS
night for the construction of a ^chiterts j" X ” Sbson of Port Hope, Ont, at $5,300.
Messrs. Edward and W S. M:^;Wbp’ rtccived until Nov. 4th j awarde’ e . j Hartnett, Toronto, Ont., $5.737 1 1 •

Quebec, Que.—Tenders will be re Quebec Other bidders • J n. MacKnight Construction Co.,

8MS.15K3&Ï rtf A 8$
Temiskamïng! ' Que.-tenders will ^ received ^ for the supply of one stand-

November 15th for excavation of a P yesrochers, Secre- combination chemical and hose wagon, with capacity 50
the completed sluices of the dam. R; Ç. v talions chemical tank and 800 feet of 2/,-inch fire hose, or
tary, Department of Public Worb, ed until November g >> > chemical tank and 1,000 feet of 2%-mch fire hose^

Dresden, Ont—Tenders will be rece uil(]ing. R- L- 4° galions 2 y foot extension ladder on9th for the construction of a wSrks, Ot- Wagon to be^ fitted to ca The Canadian Fire Engine
Desrochers, Secretary, Department of Pub. top, were received s $M45.00, being the successful

1 « -’other tenders were: Waterous Engine Works Co.,
Winnipeg°W. E. Seagrave, Walkerville, Ont.; Canadian

RUbbEdmonSnAita.-Conhact for two timber bridges was
let tKaJsl“eB.c'.-ContîracÎ Khe erection of a new court 

house was awarded to the firm of John Burns & Son, of

Nel*New3Westminster, B.C.-Contract for the construction 
new ;i cewer was awarded to r. r.of approximately two^miles o^ sewer ^ b;dders were,

Sinclair, 0 McDonald, of Vancouver, at $59.965 ;Messrs. Hugh &: J. • Mcuor > Vancouver, ad
W ^ * “c ° ts9,0-=i Me-
Donell & Gzowski ^Xhe°Canadian Northern Railway has 

a01? to the Northern Construction Co. a contract for 
budffiS a large wharf, its dimensions being '.000 feet long 

and 100 feet wide.

taWaparis!' Ont.—Tenders will be received ^neVDeputy 

for the repair of the armory. Eug. >
Minister of Militia and Defence, Ottawa. unt;] November 

Toronto, Ont. —Tenders wB1 d bitu)ithic pavements; 
1st for the construction of asphalt sewers. G.‘ R- Geary 
also concrete curb, concrete walks 
(Mayor), Chairman Board of Contro ■ ; d until Nov. is

Toronto, Ont.-Tenders will be rec™ and roofing m 
for mason work, etc., carpenter, e V. shed for the fire 
connection with the erection of a chairman, Board o 
department. G. R. Geary, (Mayor),
Control. . he received until Nov.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders will be alternatmg
2nd for the supply of 23,000 cal 3 ” rded and the other ha f 
enclosed arc lamps, one half to b f Control.
s°Hd. M. Peterson, secretary, Boi d received until No- 

High River, Alta.—Tenders w 11 ■ armory
^ember 2nd for the construction o public Works,
S- C. Desrochers, Secretary, Department
Dttawa, Ont.
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RAILWAYS—STEAM^ AND ELECTRIC. A use c™ eSfrïïS

St John, N.B.—President C. M. Hays, of the Grand to ^XnTo^Ont.—As a result of a conference which took 
Trunk’ Pacific, before the St. John Board of Trade dedared ^ ^ tfae Exhibiti0n Grounds, between representatives of 
that he believed trains would be running over th e Industrial Exhibition, and the city, the rail-
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, within three years St John ^ signified its intention of co-operating with
woSd become a very important port and outlet on the ^«Exhibition executive in carrying out any scheme which
Atlantic coast for the line. nracticallv com- would benefit the city. Owing to the depression of ta<: traC",,

Montreal. Que.—Arrangements are now PractlcallX between Bathurst street and Sunnyside, a new station will
Dieted bv which a steamship service will be started m tn necessary and this will be erected on a site immediately 
near future betweon Canada and South American porte in- be nece>isary, and t ^ ative plans have been pre
cluding the Argentine Republic. The Canadian Pacific ^f^eers, and Dr. J. O. Orr left for Montreal
Railway Company has been taking a leading pa ger_ tQ discuss the matter more fully with the C.T.R. manag
negotiations leading up to the establishment of s his return he will issue a definite statement of
vice, but it is stated that companythe company V plans regarding the erection of the new
o/thfcPR statcd that he was'not yet in a position to station. 0nt>_That thc Toronto to Trenton section of
give out the details of the service. It is known, however Canadian Northern Ontario Railroad will not be open for 
fhlt powerful interests are behind the movement, and that a ^ ^ June 1, 1911, was the statement made
fleet of large and. powerful freight carrying vessels are to XvTclpresidcnt D. D. Mann. Mr. Mann added that the
be put on the service. . , ■ coun- company might handle freight over the new

Belleville Ont.—The railway committee of the c ty Contracts for the erection of the new
cil had a conference with the three representatives o Cobourg and Port Hope have been let to local contractors
Canadian Northern Railway£ would Wd vis able for and construction work at these two points is being rapi y
^XCeto°aîlhoewThfcerN°R.Pto put in the Moi»n^ d̂0^"t.-The Board of Control will ask the cU, 
in connection with the company’s bridge. It ^«nme the council to decline William Mackenzie’s offer in regard to the 
allow the government railway commissioners to assume^ =0™osed purchase by the city, of the Toronto Railway Corn- 
whole responsibility. The trouble is with P 8 It wgj suggest an alternative proposal, drawn up by

the consequent ice jams. T Controller Spence to the effect that the company and ci yCobourg, Ont.—Cobourg is to have two subway . C^ ? an ’application for legislation, authorizing the
stead of the proposed union subway of the • ■ ■ ‘ . / nurchase the railway and that in case the parties
C T R. the former railway company has decided o 1 y upon the price to be paid, a board of arbitrators
own subway, and its request has been aC“i? th°e raiiways shall °be appointed to ascertain the value of the company s 
Railway Commission. The apart The Cana- land, building, plant, and equipment and operation right
di°a? NoSm OntarioanRanwav has let the contract for its -der agreement -th «ty a vote of twelve to
station^ here to Martin, Jex & ^woTk n^dSd agains^tU Purchase of the Toronto Railway

The same company have the contract Company. ' J rnntract has
in the Port Hope Station will not Toronto, Ont.—It is stated that the xrr>rtV>ern

Orillia, Ont.—It is thought that the G . • tion becn let for buiding the new line of the Canadian Northerr

T&zsfszszjss y »»—— toi» "Thr=nou,,jb,e.,c=d

sstts sr-ï'-s: sz ms M-ucity authorities thât it has fixed for ov Railway to cross arrange to enter the city via the right o way o e y
the^Hu^dman*Roa<f in'^lfis'Ht^antf^o^conn^ct for^purposes C.P.R 0nt _It is understood that the preliminary
S^^nœto^he Central depot ^ ^racks^f^ New ^ntLed railway between Windsor and

», Prosed con. Chos.er-B

si.s ssst: 5

£SÆ jJtot of .ho city X““ * fSÜS*S£2n* surveyed loo,«to, of .he proposed
of trade, having the matter under XlrnTTouml by wav Canadian Pacific branch line between Hamioca and Birtle 
of the company is to overcome the: m "cting the Central bas been approved by the railway department at Ottawa an 
of Hull by a tunnel under the city «nnecting t e ^tstatedlocally the company will commence the consiruc-
and .^“ion ;̂i>0g*belne!1Showever?^invoW'e^V:he^ closing up of fion of this line as early as

the liteau Cana, between what ^ kn°üways ^n whacTs now ^ branTwiUbe the shortest route between Brandon and

z Pod's1,^,a.îd v'Æssss ”„irR,r,,°a«r pr°.:;5.d Pô» ».Funds were voted co procure the services ot an g W n" ^’ pac“"c • about t0 absorb the Brandon, Sas-
BriliS5 SfchoJnp 1 Hudson' BayRail,,,. under which .ho

Sault Ste. M °s ; Corporation have expended Northern operates its line from the boundary to Bran
interests in th® ~aKe , wnrks at n,„ »cnn” and have Y „ hnid= charters for other lines not yet built to theffi.ooo^io in ^ddmon to h m k;on of the Algoma Central ^on d h W Ray The line would make an exce lent

fo carry «he ^.hroujh toj.mos Bay Rail ccivcd word from the jg—
Board have0’retu necUrom the annual convention of the Je CNR Moose Jaw, and also their line westward
«tree? railwavmcn of America at Atlantic City. Mr. A T. fiekl to Willow Bunch. The new map shows the

bUrbinvesGgate^he1 matte Ju umjerdood" that p^osÏÏ^ns ïeVoT'the^rîve/fron^New Warren

line before that 
stations at

and

will

.
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trench excavatorPARSONS
WE DON'T WANT YOU TO BUY A 
PARSONS

On either verbal or written 
representations. Every machine 
is given a demonstration of what 
it will do before the purchaser is 
asked to pay for it.

If we can’t show you that the 
PARSONS EXCAVATOR will 

and time on any 
waterworks trench, re- 
of the soil conditions 

solid rock), we won’t ask 
the machine.

TRENCH EXCAVATOR

55b. ' >. ■ save money 
sewer or 
gardless 
(except 
you to use

•" - jâ# w .
*s BSgg§

mMm m

' LAMBERT.PARSONS EXCAVATOR

GEORGE A.
A. PARSONS COMPANY,THE G.

Canadian N°rthem surveyor^ were b^surve^ 
anlrt aAnd“he company, it » said.Thezeau.

ing north of the town 
had over 400 teams at 
cannot get enough announcements of Proposed

Vancouver, B.C. In L 1 here by the Canadianterminal improvements to 1re d ^ William Whyte
Pnrific Railway were made * company. frame
ofWinnipeg, second ^«-pre^Vancouver that the present 
U growing at so rapid a. iate ■ ,"yard to passenger trame, 
handling facilities, especial y as possible. The- whole
will be greatly improved as - uai conference to be held

syrASM-i. ** -i,h" -doen -w
siderablv enlarged. ctivity is being displayed by the

Victoria, B.C.—Great pyR in planning for the de-
Canadian Northern and the■ ^ ft ■ expected that by the 
vdopment «'.ill h», 3.~o »«« ««gaged 

on Vancouver Hand.

y.p secured info the 
From this point favorable entrance can ^ park) and
city either along the river bank, = „st ,nt0 the city,
across the flats to join their lme from Dl0nerty and into 
or by a circular route across the U ■ • ^ , tQ say which 
the city from the west. It would be 
route will be taken. received a communi-

Regina, Sask.—Mayor Williams has tQ the effect
cation from Mr. Tate, solicitor for t e •• ’oint- This is

entrai-G.f.l. r intend tQ
1 Joints in Western

makethat Regina will be the c 
a declaration on the company’s part 
Regina one of the system’s most impor ai 
Canada. , ^rst terminal

Calgary, Alta.—The Canadian Pacitic^ te the fac,
yards at Calgary are complete m de a . pieted within 
that the work has been rushed along that the whole
a time limit of six months, and despi e ' space of time, 
half million dollars has vanished in ^ -t should have
the smallest detail has not lacked the aue ^ sixteen m,les 
received. The result is that to-day 50ective on a solid 
of trackage laid out in symmetrica P wRches, including 
basis of gravel and cinders, there 1 roundhouse, costing 
eight double slip switches, there is at one time twenty
approximately $75,000 and a<rcof cQO gallon capacity, there 
engines, there is a water tank of 4 : 2,ooo-ton capacity
is an 150-ton scale in operation, J f a m;ie of drainage, 
ice house and there is three-qu further develop-

Edmonton, Alta.—It is expected ‘ Husively that thc 
ments in the near future will w;n become virtually
Alberta and Great Waterways Ral yrn Railway, 
a branch line of the Canadian « Northern is going

Edmonton, Alta.—That the P«adiand Great Waterways 
to take over and build thc Alber a ‘ fal parties of sur- 
Railway, is confirmed by the return _ 'for Mackenzie anc 
veyors, who have gone over the and practicabil’tv o.
Mann, presumably to estimate the ^ say that the Can- 
the original plans. Settlers along outright or obtain a
adian Northern will either purchase it outr g 
long lease from the government. Northern and AlbertaRed Deer, Alta.-The. Canadian Northern^ Bra
Central are each endeavoring to rush me

in

light, heat_and power.
Berlin, Ont.-The P^^inÏiproduced by^Mr. Lang. 

r.J St Thomas. Stratford and London^ might be

m,sM 1,,e "
opportunity of seeing p ted that Hvdro-Electnc power 

London, Ont.—It is - about the first of December. 
be tUhreecitv°electrkal department is progressing rapidly
threatened delays are bemg remove a let-

LOn!':IOnc,ity co7ndl °ffering to sell out on arbitration on

will
Work
and

ter to
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cave-in at the huge ex-cavafiSn 0for0?heAgreat /iTon ^high-level bridge. Thou

sands of tons of earth carried away the retaining walls and 
swept in derricks, boilers and concrete mixing machinery and 
buried them many feet deep. The damage is estimated at 
$5,000 and a delay of two weeks in the work. ,.

Fernie, B.C.—Hon. Thos. Taylor, Minister of Public 
Works, arrived here from Victoria. Mr. Taylor s visit is in 
connection with the starting of active operation upon the 
construction of the traffic bridge across the Elk j£ver at 
Elkmouth. This improvement has been under consider 
for some time, and will be pushed rapidly to completion.

New Westminster, B.C.-That the Vancouver Power Com
pany may build an eighty-five-foot dam at Cod?1"3™’ prR 
vidintr certain conditions are observed, is the ruling of J. R- 
Freeman the engineer appointed bv the Dominion Governmenttor m“ken’anheiSgatio|Pat the dam following oÿectmns o
its construction raised by the citizens of New Westminster
"d work is rianned m torn*
let of the layine of cement sidewalks and a larate number o 
streets are already on the list for these sidewalks. It is ex 
pected that still more will be added before operations are
commenced next season. j bv theVancouver, B.C.—Recommendations were made by the

to the extent of $204?ooo.

“any reasonable basis.” The proposal is that the city and 
the company decide upon an arbitrator and that these appom 
a third.

Toronto, Ont.—There seems to be no chance of an agree
ment between the Toronto Electric Light Company and the 
city council. The company would favor the taking of a share 
in the company by the city ; the city might take the public 
interests and the present company the commercial interests 
it was suggested. The citv council said, however, that such an 
arrangement would not be satisfactory.

Brandon, Man.—There is said to be an 
Brandon Electric Light Company to supply power at a figure 
that will compare very favorably with the price estimated 
for the proposed Assiniboine power. It is stated that the 
Electric Light company is prepared to sell from 1,000 to 1,500 
horsepower to the city at $25 per horsepower.

Prince Rupert.—The city engineer reports that progress 
with the installation of the city lighting plant continues 
steady and rapid. Two of the British Columbia tie anc 
lumber company’s boilers now have been transferred from 
Seal Cove and landed at Cameron’s Bay this morning. A 

has been actively engaged in grading and pre

offer from the

gang of men 
paring lots for them.

BY-LAWS AND FINANCE. city engineer for local improvements

The following municipaulies invite bond tenders :
Shawinigan Falls, Que.—$35,000 roads, waterworks and 

sewer debentures issued.
Bridgeburg, Ont.—$10,000 local improvement debentures.
Carletcn County. Ont.—$20,000.
New Liskeard, Ont.—$30,400.
Dauphin, Man.—$11,000 electric light.
Yorkton, Sask.—$140,000.
Rouleau, Sask.—The ratepayers have authorized the city 

council to borrow $45,000 for waterworks system and $15,000 
for electric light.

Castor, Alta.—$12,500.
New Norwav. Alta.—$2,000 permanent improvements.
Red Deer, Alta.—$22,000.
Winnineg, Man —At their next meeting the city council 

will introduce a $10,000,000 by-law to submit to the rate
payers, said by-law being a proposal to construct a new 
vis’ble water system which will supply 48,000,000 gallons of 
water daily for an interminable time. It is proposed to sub
mit a measure for a plane with a daily capacity of 24,000,000 
gallons, which can be built for $6,538,000.

High River. Alta.—By-law for the purpose of raising 
$3,200 for installing a steam-heating plant and making neces
sary repairs to town hall was defeated.

Nanton, Alta.—The county council have decided to issue 
$6,000 electric light and $1,500 fire protection debentures.

Sydney Mines.—Council has been authorized to borrow 
$ 14,000 for water extension.

Taber, Alta.—The gas debenture by-law to raise $15,000 
to bore for gas has been adopted.

SF.V/AGE AND WATER

Fort William, Ont.-Mr. J. J. Flanagan the local con
tractor has gone to Dauphin, Man., where he will build 13 
mtles of sewers and put in 13 miles of a waterworks system. 
This is said to be the largest single contract of its kind 
ever awarded in Manitoba. In the neighborhood of $400,000 
wiU be expended for this work. The Fort William contractor 
has two years in which to complete the contract and intends
to start work immediately. ,Toronto, Ont.—The board’s report of $4,000 funds for 
the equipment of a bacteriological and chemical laboratory 
was amended by asking the Medical Health Officer to pre
pare plans and specifications, and the board to advertise

f°r Toronto, Ont.-Dr. Hastings, Medical Health Officer 
told the local Board of Health that, on the receipt of a report 
of his inspectors in regard to conditions at certain abatto r 
in the outer parts of the city and offensive odors coming 
from them he had written them that they must. take =teps 
at once to clean out their drain pipes and otherwise improve 
conditions, or the Department would have to close them up.

Toronto, Ont.—Dr. G. G. Nasmith has been recom
mended for position of director of the city laboratory.

Welland, Ont.—Welland Water Commissioners visited 
Guelph, Galt, Paris and Brantford. The object of the trip 
was to inspect the waterworks system of these cities an 
obtain possible pointers in which they were successful The 

that the board are unanimously in favor of the
They reportoutcome was 

meter
this as a means to

Saskatoon/Sask.—As a result of the new steel standpipe 
now in course of erection on the west side of the city, about 
a block north of Christ Church, the city s water storage ca
pacity will be about doubled. The new standpipe will b 
85 ft high and 25 ft. in diameter, and will have a storage 
capacitv of 241.200 gallons. The water supply is at present 
pumped from the river bv means of the pumps at the power 
house into a sedimentation tank there, from whence it is Jumped into the clear well and then into the storage stand- 
pine at Nutana, having a storage capacity of 228.000 gallons. 
The foundations of the new standpioe on tf west side were 
In Vi bv the Saskatoon Construction Compan and were com
pleted on the 15th of August. The steel work is being sup
plied bv the Manitoba Bridge and Iron Works. Winnipeg an 
according to the agreement the contract must be complete

' North Vancouver, B.C.—Under section 256 of the Mum- 
cinal Clauses Act several important works are being, or are 
tnPbe carried out. These include grading and constructing 
sidewalks on the Esplanade, between Lonsdale and Rogers 

and on second street, from Lonsdale to Forbes ave. , 
Lonsdale from the waterfront to

system for large consumers of water.
check the leakage of water and as aMISCELLANEOUS.

Sydney, C.B.—The dredging work at Lorraine has been 
discontinued for the winter, a ledge having been struck at 
the entrance of the harbor and the cold weather interfering. 
Instructions have been received by the dredging company to 
continue the work next spring. The digging of the channel 
is now about one-half completed. Alreadv $10,000 has been 
spent on this work and $7,000 more will be expended before 
its completion. When the work is done, Lorraine harbor 
will assume its proper value as a shelter for the fishermen. 
The dredging is being done by a local company, for whom 
Capt. Munn is in charge of the digger.

Quebec, Que,—It is altogether likely that locks will 
be established on the St. Charles River so as to make the 
watercourse navigable.

North Battleford, Sask.—The Order of Providence, Mont
real, are contemplating the erection of a $50,000 hospital.

Edmonton, Alta__The work of constructing a channel
through the Grand Rapids on the Athabasca River that will 
be navigable for flat-bottomed boats and that will eliminate 
the necessity of unloading freight boats at the Grand Rapids 
island s now being carried on bv the Dominion government, 
according to Z. Malhoit, Dominion resident engineer, who 
has just returned from a trip north to Grand Rapids.

avenues 
a storm drain sewer on

T5
 S
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Contractors’ Pumps
Gould Centrifugal Pump direct 
connected to a Fairbanks Morse 

- Marine Engine. -

This pump makes a very 
convenient and desirable 
outfit for Contractors, as it 
is readily moved and does 
not require special founda- 

Built in all sizes and
JW

tion.
capacities for elevation up 
to 300 feet.

PRICES UPON REQUEST.

LimitedFairbanks Com9The Canadian —Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines
Winnipeg

Fairbanks Scales
St. John, N.B.

VancouverCalgarySaskatoon6
TorontoMontreal

Ottawa, Ont.—According to Mr. German MU -f Wel^

about1 the tame "l : stance ^ofSt^ ^thannes.^ » t e
opinion of some that the amount P ; would go far
th new canal from Lake Ene to Lake ^ canal, which 
to ards the completion of the Geor^aa »^ hundred 
would furnish an entirely5her d\nd bring the bulk of the 
miles shorter than e ’ Northwest, but of the North-
westernsUtes0.1 vTa Montreal and the St. Lawrence route

Port Arthur Ont.-A ^“tlentpcnld \o thethund”
tayn®iett^ttt>5°rtVArthur,^and^novv ^tlm^^arges^boats^ m^the

lakes will be able t0 °a improve some parts of the channel 
is still b^l^ practically completed. The operations have

Sweany. entra,

total work isSeventeenth ‘street. The estimated cost of the 
about $46,000. . . ■ . ritv’s sewer-

Victoria, B.C.—Extensive adT*1®/15 c°y cngineer in his 
age system were recommended by me r streets corn- 
report submitted at the meeting the engineer
mittee. The extensions are V. chief portion
to cost in the neighborhood of $235’°, ’ art 0f the city 
of the work being the extensions m Hill, where no
north of Edmonton road and east or Morley pointed
sewer system is at present instal e . resulted in tbe
out that the rapid growth of Lie - ' ynjeSS some en-
sewer programme being away in at_ ■ 'ndition of the c 
ergetic steps are taken the san * r>rnQt adequate additions 
would become bad. At whatever e - a— t0 borrow ' 
must be made at once. Even if it ,. . „roceeded with, 
large amount of money the work sh

CURRENT NEWS.
Department have
ment of the City Hall.

, n„*__The Council sent back to

Manning avenue [° V®rCdt engineer be in-ru 
recommendation ^ prfference of the ma-

asphalt blocks or sheet

' . nnt —The controllers have decided to advise
Toronto, Ont. i n. c Qut {he Works Committee’s pro-

the city c0,U“rtise0for lew tenders for asphalt block pave- 
posal to ad^SestJ^t from Manning avenue to Dovercourt
men,t 0nThev recommended instead that new petitions be 
road. Ihey suggested, to .give the College
sirce!aresideants a chance to choose whatever pavement they

want

Ottawa, Ont.—City Engineer Ker ^^d ^°ovPing

Pare an estimate as soon as possi 1 e required prepara-
the sidewalk, grading and making preston street in
fions for a street railway extension hag promised that 
Bayswater. The publicity commissi arranged for, a
as soon as street railway accommodation ^ been
large factory will start on a sT.,afp aVked to estimate the 
secured. Later the engineer connection to the cen
cost of the proposed street railway conn 
teries by both the proposed routes. . largely involved

Ottawa, Ont.-A question of being considered
in the tenders for the Quebec ’ jargelv than d s
by the commission. This Ü8ur s , Was authorized
lowest tender. Each company ”lcWTfn cf the commission 
submit its tender, either upon the P'TT llowed the L. 
» it, « de,i=is. and «="=
course. It will take fully another 
Plans and decide as to which is

the Committee

on
from
board’s .... .
tn circulate petitions to 
° of the property-owners as to

jority
asphalt.
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flung- settlements and providing means of transportation, 
which will prove a considerable factor in the development of 
the district. Included in this programme of road building 
is the cutting of a trail from Holberg to San Josef Bay, and 
thence to Sea Otter Cove and so to Cape Scott, the most 
northerly point of the Island. The road will be approximately 
20 miles in length. From Cape Scott another road is pro
jected, running from the Island’s topmost point along the 
northerly coast line as far as Hardy Bay. This trail or road 
will be further connected with a wagon road, to be built 
from Hardy Bay to Coal Harbor, on Quatsino Sound. Yet 
again a road is being built from Malatta Bay to Klaskish by 
way of Buck Creek.

Portage La Prairie, Man__At the meeting of the parks
board, the report of J. Woodman, engineer of Winnipeg, 
who was engaged to make an examination of the dam, was 
received, and the solicitor of the board was authorized to de
fend the suit brought by the contractors. There was only 
routine business transacted. Mr. Woodman declined to ex
press an opinion as to the cause of the trouble at the dam.
He did however, state that he thought the whole trouble 
lay in the fact that the board had attempted to build the 
dam on too economic lines, while an expenditure of $50,000 
would have insured a permanent structure.

Winnipeg, Man.—Agitation for a new city hall is still on 
foot here. The proposal is for a structure involving an ex
penditure of $1,000,000 and an eventual outlay of $2,000,000, 
and is to come before the city council at the next meeting.

Edmonton, Alta.—It is reported that a new gas
has been discovered at Unionville. The fact that it is so r Cn Vancou-
close to Edmonton promises to provide in the near future, Mr. H. C. James, of the Pacific Coast Pipe Co Vanom

for the city The city have never undertaken to manu- ver, B.C., is touring eastern Canada in the interest
facture gas ow^ng to the cost of material and labor in this | and is pleased with the interest taken by municipal engineers
part of the country, but as there is no franchise out against; in this class of pipe, 
the city at present, it is free to avail itself of the opportunity Mr T- K, Thomson, C.E., of New York, will, this even- 
natural gas would necessarily offer. 1 ;no-_ address the Toronto branch of the Canadian .Society o

Edmonton, Alta.—Work has been suspended for the sea- ! Civ’l Engineers at the Chemistry Building, University 
son bv the survey party which has been examining into the 1 Toronto, on “New York Sky Scrapers t
feasibility of a waterway from Lake Winnipeg to Edmonton ; Bridges and Buildings and the Removal of a bevente 
by the Saskatchewan River, and the surveyors_ are now on storey Building.” 
their way home. While the work is not yet finished the in- 1 Mr_ gurelien Boyer, vice-president of the Duckworth- 
terim reports are understood to demonstrate the compara-1 _ Engineering & Inspection Company, Limited, has been 
tive feasibility of the new grain route by water, but detailed na^ied a <Trector of l’Ecole Polytechnique, the applied science 
estimates of cost have not yet been figured out. branch of Laval University. Mr. Boyer, whose grandfather

Edmonton, Alta.—It looks as if the bridge over the Sas-; wag the first superintendent of education_ of Lower Canada, 
katchewan would at last be definitely arranged, for. If the ^as a]wayS taken a good deal of interest in the cause o e 
east end bridge has been a moribund issue since the last 1 ucation. He will represent on the Board, the graduates ot 
municipal elections the indications are that it will be a live , above-named school, which shows the esteem m w ic 
issue in the forthcoming elections. At the council meeting thig distinguished member of the profession is held by m 
it was dec’ded to instruct the engineer’s department to en- confreT€S It is interesting to note that-the Duckworth-tioyer 
gage special help, if necessary, for the purpose of expediting p.ng;neering & Inspection Company are the inspecting en- 
the investigation and preparation of plans and specifications „jneers for the steelwork entering into the construction 

the scheme, and the solicitor will draw up a by-law, as sucb ]arge buildings as the New Wmdsor Street Station 
soon as the estimated cost of the bridge can be obtained, for extension. the Place Viger Station extension the Domimo 
consideration bv the council at their next meeting. The .by- 1 Express Company’s new building in Montreal, and the 
law will then be submitted to the ratepayers at the earliest Bank of Montreal Building in Winnipeg, Man. 
possible date.

Vancouver, B.C.—Nov. i will see the inauguration of a 
number of important service and equipment improvements 

the British Columbia Telephone Company’s system, both
in Vancouver and at other points where the company oper- f the most prominent civil engineers
ates. The addition of several switchboards in the mam . Mr' J1 ’ o{ th(1 Dominion, d’ed in Victoria. B.C.,
office here, the establishment of a complaint department, a m the Western p wag a pioneer engineer in British
new service method for telephone observation and an alter- -m October _ • bgen extensively employed in government
ation in the manner of repeating numbers are among _ the , uommoia a work he was assigned to by the federal
changes contemplated. By the installation of four new switch- | worK. i ne g . surveying a possible route for the
boards sections just completed and the addition within thirty , tbe Transcontinental railroad lines, to Victoria,
days of two more now on the way, each having a capacity of bringing 
800 lines, the ultimate for the central exchange here will have 
been reached. The four sections were just put in last week 
and when the other two are also in service the total number , ORDERS Or 
of lines operating in the central exchange will be 9.600.
These lines will be capable of handling about 14,000 tele
phones.

PERSONAL.field

gas

on

OBITUARY.
on

THE RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS 
OF CANADA.

(Continued from page 567).
eral ''mm'Sr "of'WeVmmi"" Cmh™"» ’plving con-em of

ra, Stir, r&vsrnsMKbasas
â'iyi

stated that Westrumite, of which he IS the inventor, is an ?arVeL5 anTinto die landf of the International Harvester Company, 
elastic, durable, dustless asphalt paving material, which IS Lanie,0t7!octôb=r ,o-Authorizing the C.P.R. to construct, ma.ntatn and 
laid cold without the use of special machinery, can be easily I te an -tension ,0 an Mwtr»lTor t^H.», °» B C 

repaired and is not slippery in wet weather. It is a more pany, n=ar Barnet Station, m^.Lot «7, £NR tQ conslruct- maintain and
expensive material than ordinary asphalt paying, hemg com- "?’°T branch line of railway across Alberta Avenue, to reach a flour
posed of high-grade Trinidad and California asphaltum in T?,, at Lloydmmster, Sask. rpR and op.rate the
equal quantities and bound with crushed stone At the same ,,,,,-October lo-Authonzmg «he . * Scct'ion of its n„e of
time the only machinery needed in laying it is a concrete- bridge over the h.ghway at Bala, on the Mnskoka
mixer. As with other pavings a steam-roller is, of course, ra,^ay„_0ctober .^Authorizing the C.P.R. to use and operate the
necessary in rolling it. Marion Avenue Subway, Parry Sound, on the Sud ury cc ion o is

Victoria, B.C.—The north end of Vancouver Island 1S of railway. th, c PR t0 nse and operate the'foi-
becoming the scene of some activity in road building. 5/1- 1 lowing'bridgesLittle Bridge, St. Almonte; bridges Nos. 82.1, 105.0, and
lizing the future of this portion of the Island’s territory the_ ,]°”™gand d,g31.o;„on thr Chalk River Section of it, line of ra, way
provincial government has mapped out a programme of 5 3II0,4_October ro-Authorizing the Walkerton ft Lucknow Ra.iway Com
-road building which will have the effect of linking up the far -pany to use and operate bridge No. 16.35, ’ 5 '

-
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Sewer, Toronto, Ont.
60-inch Pipe for Intercepting

CO.LOCK NEW YORK CITYBROADWAY167 Illustrated Catalog.
chattanooga! TENN.-Howard Egieston. 

HAVANA, CUBA-Huston Concrete Co.

Write for
Co., Ltd. 

pipe Co.
Co.

WINNIPEG, MAN.-F. H.. M^G^‘joint
SEATTLE, WASH -Pacific Lo
LOUISVILLE, KY.—Harris Engineering
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11948—October 12—Approving By-law No. n, authorizing the general 
manager of the British Yukon Railway Company, for the time being, to 
prepare and issue tariffs of tolls, and to specify the persons to whom, the 
place where, and the manner in which, the said tolls shall be paid.

11049—October 14—Authorizing the Detroit River Tunnel Company to 
open its tunnel and railway works between the cities of Windsor, Ont., and 
Detroit, Mich., for the carriage of traffic.

11950-St—October 10—Authorizing the C.N.R. Company to construct its 
railway across public road between Lots 85 and 86, and across the public 
road between Lots 105 and 91, Cote St. Pierre South, Parish of St. Hermas, 
County of Two Mountains.

11958—October 15—Authorizing the G.T.R. Company to construct its 
railway across public road between Lots 28 and 29, Concession B, Town
ship Brighton.

x 1953—October 15—11954
corporation of the city of Vancouver to lay sewers 
C.P.R. Company’s line at five different points in the city of Vancouver, B.L.

II958—October 15—Authorizing the corporation oA the city of Vancouver 
to lay a culvert under the track of the C.P.R. Company’s line where the 
same intersects Hemlock Street, city of Vancouver. ...

11959—October 14—Authorizing Wm. L. Gilson, of Dix ville, Quebec, to 
lay a water pipe under the G.T.R. at Dixville, Que.

11960—October 14—Authorizing in; city of Brantford to lay sewers under 
the G.T.R. on South Market Street, Brantford. . .

11961-62—October 14—Authorizing the Hydro-Electric Power Commission 
of Ontario to erect transmission wires across the tracks of the G.T.R. 
Company at Lake Shore Road, near Indian Road, Toronto ; and across the 
wires of the C.P.R. Company’s telegraph at Lot 6, Concession 1 and 2, 
Township of Waterloo, County Waterloo, Ontario.

1x963 to 11965 Inc.—October 14—Authorizing the municipal corporation 
of city of St. Thomas to erect electric wires across the wires of the C.P.R. 
Company's Telegraph at three different points in St. 'i nomas.

11966 to 11969—Inc.—October 14—Authorizing the municipal corporation of 
the city of St. '1 nomas to erect power wires across the wires of the Be.l 
Telephone Company at four different points in the city of St. Thomas, 
Ont.

tIQI..__October .^-Authorizing the C.P.R. to use and operate bridges
on the Listowel Branch, Ontario Division of its railway as follows, over 
O’Cradv’s Creek Mackie’s Creek, Raccoon Creek, and Linsoman s Creek.
° GHodi6—October ,^-Authorizing the Montreal Terminal Railway Com
pany ’o instruct an extension of its line of railway, into the works of 
*, %-x _ t : yU* Heat and Power Company, Maisonneuve.1^017—Dctober^i'o—Authorizing the Montreal Terminal Railway Com 

v to7 construct an extension of its line of railway into the works of the

United Soap Company, Maisonneuve. . Cnmoanv to
11018 to 11921 Inc.—October 10—Authorizing the C.N.R. Company to 

construct its railway across the public road between Lots 604 and 607, 
South River Range, Parish of St. Andrews, County of Argenteuil; across 
the public road on Lots 646 and 647, North Rouge River Range, Pa"sh 
St Andrews, County Argenteuil ; across the public road on Lots 596 and 

South Rouge River Range, Parish of St. Andrews; and across the 
public road on Lots 630, 631, and 632, Rouge River Range, Parish of St.

Andm9*2-OctoberAio—Approving location of the C.RR. Company’s Lauder 
Extension from mile o to mile 3.23, west Principal Meridian, Manitoba 

11923—October 10-Authorizing the C.P.R. Company to use and■ °P= 
bridge’s Nos. 43.79; 84-91 9-3 1 35-41 1.5.4; 71.= ; 50-4 1 and 62.5, on the Cha.k 
River Section, Eastern Division of its line of railway.

11924—October 10—Authorizing Wm. J. Aikens, of Dunnville, Ont., t 
lay a’gas pipe under the G.T.R. where the same crosses Onondago Road, 
about 2% miles west of Onondago Station, Ont. . c

11925-October 10—Authorizing the Seymour Power and Eiectnc Com
pany to erect electric transmission wires across the G.T.R—at Lot 13, 
Concession 1, Township of Thurlow County of Hastings Ontario^

11926 to 11932 Inc.—October 11—Temporarily approving, pending the 
final determination by the Board, the agreements entered into between ‘he. 
Bell Telephone Company and the Apsley Telephone Company, dated No
vember 3rd, 1908; the Fingal Telephone Company dated Ju.y 13th, 1908, 
the North American Telegraph Company, dated July 1st, 1909; the Camden 
Independent Telephone Company, dated 16th September,
Houghton & South Walshingham Telephone Company,, dated the 21st May, 
,907 f La Compagnie de Telephone de la Petite Nation, dated December 
Jth, 1905; and the Hawthorne Hill Telephone Company, dated .8th

A’1SiU.933—October 10—Approving the plan and specifications of the Baird 
Drain, to be constructed under and across the railway and lands of the 
Michigan Central Railway Company, Township Harwich, County Kent, and
Province of Ontario. . . , XT ,

—October xx—Authorizing the C.P.R. to construct bridge ho.. 72.C 
the Lake Superior Division, Sudbury Subdivision

Inc.—October 14—Authorizing the 
under the tracks of the

to 11957

1910 ; the

1970—October 14—Authorizing the Nipissing Power Company, Limited, 
to erect transmission wires across the G.T.R. at Callander, Ont.

11971—October 15—Directing that, within ninety days from tne date of 
tnis Order, the G.T.R. Company shall install an improved type e’ectnc 
bell at crossing two miles west of Clinton, Township of Goderich, County 
Huron, Ontario. .

11972—October 17—Approving by-law of the Kettle River Valley Railway 
Company, passed by the board of directors of that company, authorizing 
O. E. Fisher, the General Freight and Passenger Agent of the company, 
to prepare and issue tariffs of the freight and passenger tolls to be 
charged for traffic carried on the said railway.

11973—October 15—Temporarily approving, pending the final determina
tion by the Board, of the tariffs of tolls which the Bell Telephone Company 
shall be authorized to charge, and the form of agreement with other com
panies to be approved by the Board, the agreement entered into with the 
North American Telegraph Company, Limited, and the Fenella Rural Tele
phone Company, dated the 1st July, 1909.

11974—October 4—Dismissing app'ication of the C.N.Q. Railway Com
pany for an Order fixing the terms, etc., which mining operations or 
quarrying may be carried on under the said railway s lines, crossing Lots 
647, 648, and 649, Parish of Beauport, County Quebec.

11975—October 15—Authorizing the G.T.R. Company to reconstruct 
bridge over York and Vaughan Road, Township York.

II976—October 15—Authorizing the C.P.R. Company to construct bridge 
Pincher Creek, on the Alberta Division, Crow s

1934
Little Key River, on

of Its lln*0°cftorba(;1rW^l_AuthoI.izing the C.P.R. to construct, maintain and 

the industrial spur for the Saskatoon Brick & Supply Company 
Sec. 36, Tp. 36, Range 8, west 3rd Meridian, at Dunfermline,

I 1935— 
operate 
in the S.W. V\
Saskatchewan. t . . *

IIQ36—October n—Authorizing the G.T.R. to construct, maintain and 
operate a branch line of railway, or siding with spurs therefrom com- 
mencing at a point on the 16th District Midd.e Division of the C.P.R. 
Company’s railway near Waterdown Station, thence extending westerly and 
crossing at grade the public road between Lots 7 and 8, under the side
road between Lots 8 and 9, and along the road allowance m Lot 10, in the
Township East Flamboro, County Wentworth, Ontario, to and into the
premises of the National Fire Proofing Company.

IIg37—October it—Approving the tariff of maximum tolls of the Western 
Union Telegraph Company for the transmission of messages between the 
company’s offices in the Province of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick and 
Quebec, filed with the Board as Tariff C.R.C. No. 6.

11938—October it—Temporarily approving, pending the final determin
ation by the Board, the agreement entered into between the Bell Telephone 

and the North Huron Telephone Company, dated 27th September,

No. 53.7 (old 59.2)
Nest Subdivision of its line of railway.

,,977—October 17—Authorizing the Mt. McKay 
way Company to operate its cars over u.e crossing of its tracks with the 
tracks of the G.T.P. Railway at Yonge Street, Fort William, and the 
G.T.P. Railway Company to operate its trains over the crossing at a 
rate of speed not exceeding ten miles an hour without their first being 
brought to a stop.

11978—October 6—Authorizing the C.N.O. Railway to construct its lines 
the public road in Lot 20, Broken Front Concession,

construct a

& Kakabeka FaVs Rail-

Company

1X939—October xx—Authorizing the municipa’ity of the town of Farn- 
ham, Quebec, to lay and thereafter maintain a culvert under the track of 
the Guillaume Branch of the C.P.R. and tracks across

Township of Thurlow, County Hastings, Ontario.
H97Q—October 4—Authorizing the G.T.R. Company to 

branch line of railway to the premises of the Continental Bag and Paper 
Company, Limited, Ottawa, Ontario.

11980—October 14—Approving location of the C.P.R. Company s pro
posed station at Arthur, Ontario.

IIqgI_Qctober 15—Authorizing t.ie G.T.R. Company to construct a 
branch line of railway to the premises of the Niagara Brand Spray Com
pany, Limited, near Burlington, in the County of Halton, Ont.

IIng2_October 15—Autliorizing the G.T.R. Company to construct a 
branch line of railway to the premises of the Queen City Oil Company, 
Limited, Toronto, Ontario. . . ,

1x983—October 17—Approving the change in the location of the pro
posed steps to the property of Mrs. Merrin and John El'iott, at the su 

where the Montreal Road crosses the G.T.R. in the city of Kingston.
1IQ84—October 12—Authorizing the corporation of city of Hamilton to 

construct at grade, Cannon Street across the branch of the T. H. & B. 
Railway Company on Lot 8, Concession 2, Township of Barton, now in 
the city of Hamilton.

TTQge__October 12—Directing the G.T.R. to install gates at the Sherman
and Lott ridge Street Crossings, Hamilton, and appoint watchmen 

between the hours of 6.10 a.m., and 6.10 p.m., daily ; work 
of this Order ; and authorizing

Authorizing the corporation of the city of Montreal.
under the track of the Montreal

11940—October 11—
to lay and thereafter maintain XT ^
Park & Island Railway, where the same crosses Sixth Avenue, Notre Dame 
de Grace, Montreal.

n94I—October xx—Authorizing the Chatham Gas Company to lay and 
thereafter maintain a gas pipe under the track of the G.T.R. at Lacroix 
Street Crossing, in the city of Chatham.

1x949—October 11—Authorizing the Seymour 
pany to erect, place and maintain electric transmission line across the 
wires of the Bell Telephone Company at the township line between Sidney 
and Thurlow, near Belleville, in the County Hastings, Ontario.

xi 943-—October 11—Authorizing the Welland Electrical Company to 
erect, place and maintain transmission line across the track of the G. T.R. 

Major Street in the town of Welland, Ontario.
1x944—September 22—Directing the C.P.R. to place and maintain watch 

men, at Main and Tupper Streets, Portage la Prairie, Man., where its 
railway crosses said streets, in Portage la Prairie; the C.N.R. appoint a 
watchman on the said streets where the railways of the C.N.R. and the 
G.T.P. Railway cross same, each of said companies to bear one-half the 
expense of said watchman ; that leave be reserved to the city to apply 
for additional protection where the tracks of the C.N.R. and the G.T.P. 

said streets, if it is found that one watchman for the two roads is

a sewer

Power and Electric Corn-

Avenue
to operate same
to be completed within three months of date .
the G.T.R. Company to put in the northerly track at the said crossings, 

completed within twelve months from the date of this

cross 
insufficient.

11045—October 12—Authorizing the Hydro-Electric Power Commission rf 
Ontario to erect, place and maintain transmission line across the wires 
of the C.P.R. Company’s Telegraph at John Street, in the 
Waterloo, Ontario.

11046—October ia—Authorizing the C.P.R. to 
Wellington Street (Richmond Road), in the city of Ottawa.

11047—October 12—Sanctioning and npproving the location of the 
Campbellford, Lake Ontario & Western Railway Company’s line of rat - 
way from a point near the city of Toronto to the western boundary 0! 
the town of Port Hope, with the exception of the portions of said line 
through the towns of Whitby, Oshawa and Bowmanville.

the work to be
Order.town of 11086—October 15—Authorizing the C.P.R. Company to ,
industrial spur to the premises of the Dominion Marb e Company, Limited, 

,he Township of South Stukly, County Shefford, Quebec.
,,08--October 17—Authorizing the C.P.R. Company tn use and oper

ate bridges Nos. 12.55 and 34.9, and the subways over William and 
Pine Streets, Woodbridge

,,qS8—October 17—Approving location of the C.N.R. Comnatty’s line o 
railway through Townships 26-23, Range 24, west 4th Meridian, west 5

construct an

and operate bridge iii
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Meridian, Alberta, mileage =12.83 to mileage 257-3=, reckoned fr 

with the main line at Vegreville. „ R Company to remove
11989-October 13-Authorizing the G.T.K. V on victoria Avenue,

portion of its siding, known as Sylves distance’ Qf sixty-six feet from 
south of Kent Street, Lindsay, Ont., tor 
the said Kent Street. , r N R Company

11990—October 17—Authorizing t • • Range 15»branch line of railway through iownsh.ps 24 “^5.^ £rom th= junction 
Principal Meridian, Manitoba, mile o to mile , highways within such
with the Ochre River Branch, and to cross
mileage. navment by Henry Pratt, o11991—October 13-Directing that, upon payme ^ ^ company pro- 
Barrie, Ont., to the G.T.R. Company o where its railway mtersec
vide and construct suitable farm crossing^^^.^ 7, Township Vespra,
Henry Pratt's farm,, in west half of L t ,

C“Z£SIm„ ..«^r «" ""“ U,, E-,. «

SEWAGE DISPOSALthat

BYto construct a 
west of LEONARD P. KINNICUTT 

Director Department of Chemistry, and Professor 
of Sanitary Chemistry in the Worcester Poly

technic Institute, late Consulting Chemist 
of the Sewage Commission, State of 

Connecticut.
C.—E. A. WINSLOW

Assistant Professor of Biology and Biologist-in- 
Charge of the Sanitary Research Laboratory 

and Sewage Experiment Station of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology:

AND

trains over the crossing 
tracks of the Lake Erie & Detroit

, , c p R. Company's line
,,993-October ,8 Approving the location^o J ^age' o, to town of 

of railway from the International Bounda y 
Mansc.nville, mile 3.54. Quebec. CPK Company to °pe” virden-11994—October rS-Authonzing the C.P.R.^^ known as ,h= V.rden 
carriage of traffic that portion of 1 ,
MacAuley Branch, mile o.o to mile ** construct an exten Order

11995-October 17—Authorizing the G-T.*.■ ™zed t0 construct by Order 
the branch line of railway which it was auth } Lands Lot * 3,
No. 11064, 5th July, ,910» from a °Township of Gwillimbury, County
Concession 1, to Lot No. 8, Conce >
York, Ontario. . . r P R Company

11996—October 17—Authorizing ticWestmount, Quebe^.truct an 
industrial spur for John Stewart & ^ Company to co

11997—October 17—Authorizing ie Regina, Sask. • ;nn Qf
industrial spur for M. Rumely Coj? ^j/ydro-Electric Power Com™ tte

11998—October 17-Authorizmg the^yft°he track of the.Pere Mwuett 
Ontario to erect transmission wires a jownship of Elgin, n Commis-
Railway Company at Lot 3. Concession 9,’ i0*ydro.EiCctric Power Commi

11999-12000—October .«-Authorizing the^.^ q{ p r. Company^
sion to erect transmission wires a Lines, Township o Rail-
Telegraph at Junction of Galt & of the P=-
County Waterloo, and across track and wir« ^ q£ Westminster, Cou 
way Company at Lot 18, Concession x, Arnprior
Middlesex, Ontario. . . corp0ration of the town t!and

12001—October 8—Authorizing the coiw R Company at van
to lay a sewer under the track o e Toilette,
Street, Arnprior, Ont. . ^nmoration of the town y at

!2oo2—October ,8—Authorizing the co P r cKQ_ Railway Comp y
Que., to lay a sewer under the trac Toronto
St. Charles-Borromee Street Joliette. ation of the city

12003-4 October Road and Duffenn
to lay a sewer under the L.r.K.. u.u town of
Toronto, Ont. . municipal corporation o yan.

,2005-October 18 Authorizing the:J»«( the G.T.R. Company a 
Arnprior to lay a sewer under the r N O R from
cort’and Street, Arnprior, Ont. location of the C. ■ ,ow>

12016—October ,8-Approv,ng reviseo o{ Tyend,nga apu
Deseronto to Shannonville, through cross
mile o to mile 12.61, Province of Onto.ri . . Raiiway Company 12007—October ,«-Authorizing the G.T.P^ ^ Townnhip 
.highway between Sections i and 2, province of Sa t rs
west 3rd Meridian, District of 9°" eft 'ofPrincipal

12008—October 18—Authorizing Township =4» we
railway across fourteen highways i
Meridian. , r M R Company to

12009—October ,«-Authorizing the “ « Fourth Meridian, 
railway across thirty-three highways w R Company to

12010—October 18—Authorizing 1 . t Rdmonton, A 1 " d
the North Saskatchewandated August 22nd, ^

12011—October ,8—Amending Or construct a branc ny. by
which authorized the G.T.R. Compa , Manufacturing „ wFereWav upon premises of the National C«bo«*facturing Company, w
striking out the words, "National Carbon ^ words,
they occur in said Order, and subst instruct an
National Carbon Company, Limited. f' R. Company to p’oek,20,2-September 23—Authorizing the CF,«, Avenue, to a point « " 

Mulvey Avenue and Meet

Ont.

R. WINTHROP PRATT
Ohio State Board of HealthChief Engineer of the

Director of Sanitary Engineering of the 
Republic of Cuba.

to construct an

late
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1

construct its

construct a

bridg

industrial spur across
l0> in Winnipeg, Manitoba.

12013—October 12—Directing 
Sates at John Street crossing. Aylmen 
Jamieson Avenue, Parkdale, Toronto,
7 p.m., daily, with a watchman. ^ & Nanaimo

1201a—Ortober ,8-Approving the £5q“im^0 3„, applying .
Pany-s Standard Passenger Tariff, C. Rr _ n Lake Extension 
cents per mile on the new Wellington-Cameron 
°f railway , Tlin= Brooks, of Ottawa,

i2ri3—October ip-Dismissing Chelsea, ' Qu=-, and Kings on,
Ontario, re rate on bark between Low an
Ontario, „ t„ the Governor-in-Council for sanction

120,6-October 19—Recommending to Company. 
by-law of the Montreal Terminal Rail®, y Thomas t0 lay

12017—October 19—Authorizing Xpront, Township
nnder the G.T.R. on Lot 6, Concession 
Kent, Ontario.

Î2018—October 12—Directing the 
at the crossing of its railway at 
aPPointing a watchman to be on

to erect standard 
provided at

and
thC G'ont, <sCi”aarnyto those

t0 be operated between 7

• >
a.m.

Railway Com- 
a rate of four 

of its line

8vo,
Cloth, $3-oo pet.

a water pi*Pe 
County

Renouf Publishing Co.
25 McGill College Ave., Montreal.

of Dover,

e G.T.R- ComPeatnyvVi„gham, Ontario, by
Josephine str=et’ a„d 7 P-m" dal y, 

duty between 6 a.m open for the
Company tu ^ Hjllg Branch

Man.,

and rescinding Order No. 10217, dated Apr

pheasant
and Hardisty,
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large stock for

Office, Works and Docks :
PHONE MAIN 5038Lake or Rail Shipment

Copper__Prices »re strong at 13X to 14c.

Ictivi.y however, is only to be expected at th.s ^Yis natnrall’y calW $3;' wires, $*m; S*. wires, $4.08; ro-ft. w.res, $5.

asasassBSrEB,rrss"~tss ssl^issui:i? YY H YH , w,
S'”“c'--

lYdlYes o£da lareelv increased trade in iron and steel lines, it is Lath».-See Lumber, etc.
state'd that furnaces are making a strong effort to close orders or *?“’ Lead.—Prices are easier, at $3-35 to $3-45-

Ee,tSi?rs ....
business' are^rislYaiiYit Wins m look ^“^^^YT'pHdefabo've-mem \Ttl' S^Pcr^oJ feltT^bite” pinl'mill cuUvS.r.o *”.' Spruce

000 free foundry. This is a large accumulation to drav, from * 15 Me, - Seyen-inch top, cedar poles, 25-f.. pole,. $«-35 to Jr.50 '«h ; 30-ft.,
ct_nri that 10 000 tons of warrant iron has recently been so.a y each, at manufacturers points, with 5c.
well into next year at from $11 to $,.Y°- Y'mSkef qukkîrtake* a turn freight” rJtV to Montreal Laths- Quotations per 1,000 laths at point,
iron could be bought under $11.50, unless the mark t q > currying $1.50 freight rate to Montreal, $2 to $3. *h‘nJ C d
for the better. .hingles, same conditions a, laths. X. $1.50; XX, ,.50; XXX, $3.

. nails is steady and prices are: $2.40. P=r 
for wire, base prices. Wire roofing nails, 5c. lb.

market conditions.

ut,

While the situation in the United States is weak, that on the other 
sideWo*f 'the Atlantic is rather on the strong side In the Scotch m“k^5 
In advance of one shilling has recently taken place and in England «d. 
to gd. has been added to the prices. Hematite is up ls: ,he
fair demand throughout the market, and things are certainly better all the 
way round. The European situation has also improved considerably, 
Germany is ordering quite a lot of material from England.

Canadian furnaces are fi'led up with business, and “ndYtèel^rade” 
heard anywhere concerning the condition of the iron and steel trade. 
There is a big tonnage of iron coming in now for the end of navigation. 
There has apparently'been a slight advance in tile price of ir™’ esP^la J 

import iron, this being due partly to the advances on the other side of 
the r,nantie referred to above. No alterations are reported in the price 
of finished and semi-finished material, and dealers report on.y a moderate 
demand. /

Nails.—Demand for 
keg for cut, and $2.35

Paints.—Roof, barn and fence paint 90c. per eallon • g”"der’ n" i» 
and structural paint for steel or iron—shop or field-Ji.io pa, gallon, 
barrels ; liquid red lead in gallon cans, $1.75 Bcr gallon.

Pipe.Cast Iron.-The market shows a steady tone although demand 1,
on the dull side. Prices are firm, and approximately a, follows :-$,a for
6 and 8-inch pipe and larger; $33 for 3-inch and 4-mch at_the foundry. 
Pipe, special,, $3 per too pounds. Gas pipe is quoted at about $1 mors

thaipine”—Wrought and Galvanized—Demand is about the same, 
the tone is firm, though prices are steady, moderate-sized 
h.inz- If-inch, $5.50, with 63 per cent, off for black, and 48 per cent, ff 

galvanized; 4-inch, $5.50, with 59 P« cent, off for black .and 44 per 
...t off for galvanized ; 54-inch, $8.50, with 69 per cent off for black and 
,, per cent, off for galvanized. The discount on the following is 7« A P« 
;*UL off for black, and 6i54 per cent off for Knlvamzed ^-nch, $11.50, 

inch, $16.50; 1 if-inch, $22.50; itf-inch, $27; 2-inch, $36, 2^-inch, $57-5°,
1rpb,kt$es5ani IheetÎJteeV-The'market is steady. Quotations arc: $2,0 

for 3“ ! $2.30 for ”, and $2.10 for A and thicker; .2-gauge being $2.30;
,J'gRaHs-Y5ota"odns6rUs!=d$raY are necessarily only approximate and 

tz7 to $29 per ton, according to condition of rail and location.

S„ ,

& «£
C H, $6.25; X. $8 1 n, $«o; -in., $.2 per .00 feet

are steady, at $2.45 per too pounds, base of 
steady at $2.85 per too pounds, base of W x 10-

steady at the list, less 25 per cent. Demand

and
lots

Antimony.—The market is steady at 8c. to 8#e.
Bar iron and Steel.—The market holds dull and steady.

$,.90 per ,00 pounds; best refined horseshoe, forged iron. $
^ ir f^UhVoo; ,m.

ported, $2.05.

Bar iron. 
$2.05 ; mild 

$2.00 tor

Building Paper-Tar paper, 7. ■», or .6 ounces, $>.«• per ... P°u.d^ 
lelt utter $3 7, per 100 pounds ; tar sheathing, 4»c. per roll of <«• square 
lee. dry sheathing, No. .. 3. <0 ,0= per roll of to. square fee. ; tarred 

' will he the largest in the history of the country. Prices oa fnreig 
(See Roofing ; also Tar and Pitch). (164).

per roll

fibre, 55c. per roll ; dry fibre, 45e-
follows, in car lots, f.o.b., 

bags, adding 10c. tor
Paper bags cost sH

cents extra, or toe. per bbl. weight.
Wire rope,
1:3.75: it. $4.75 i X, $5-25 ;

Spikes.—Railway spikes 
,54 x 9-16. Ship spikes are 
l.ch, and 54 x 12-inch.

•teel Shafting.—Prices are 
the dull side.

per 100 lbs., as fol- 
54-in., $3-551,ow,ChTin.yh$”.3=;ar5u6-i=o

9-16-in., $3.45; H-in., $3 40 ; K-m.. $3-35. $3 35, «“>•- *3-3

set furnace yh'^ ^ PUchYc^tlYbarrel of 40 gallons, -j^ing abo^t

rïr* «*"• —i-t'” Z poundV; rp0i0n=ng,aditC$h8:50N°p«r" b’M "gallon,; and $4-75 V=r half-
$4 f.o.b., cars, Montreal

mr 
!
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